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ABSTRACT 

At the point of sale in retail businesses, employees are a problem. A problem 

comprised of high turnover, unmet consumer expectations and lost sales, among 

other things. One of the traditional strategies used by htiman resource 

departments to cope with employee behavior, or "misbehavior," has been to 

strictly script employee/customer interactions. Another, more recent approach, 

has been the development of systems to replace the human worker; in other 

words, to effect transactions directly between a.istomers and an information 

system. 

In these systems one determinant of public acceptance may be the system's 

affect, whether that affect is "human-like" or takes some other form. Htiman-like 

affect can be portrayed by the use of multimedia presentation and interaction 

techniques to depict "employees" in familiar settings, as well as incorporating 

elements of human exchange (i.e., having the system use the customer's name in 

dialogs). The field of Human-Computer Interaction, which informs design 

decisions for such multimedia systems, is evolving, and research on the 

application of mi,iltimedia to User Interfaces (UI) for automated transaction 

processing of this type is just beginning. 

This dissertation investigates two dimensions of UI design that bear on the issues 

of emulating "natural human" transactions by using a laboratory experiment 

employing a 2 X 2 factorial design. 
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The first dimension investigated is personalization. Personalization is a 

theoretical construct derived from social role theory and applied in marketing. It 

is, briefly, the inclusion of scripted dialog crafted to make tlie customer feel a 

traiisaction is personalized. In addition to tising the customer's name, scripts 

might call for ending a transaction with the ubiquitous "Have a nice day!". 

The second dimension investigated is the "richness" of representation of the UI. 

Richness is here defined as the degree of realism of visual presentation in the 

interface and bears on the concept of direct manipulation. An object's richness 

could vary from a text-based description of the object to a full motion movie 

depicting the object. 

The design implications of the presence or absence of personalization at varying 

levels of richness in a prototype UI simulating a fast food ordering system are 

investigated. The resLilts are presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation is an investigation into alternate design schemas for the user 

interface (UI) component of a specific kind of user-directed transaction 

processing system (UD TPS): a system designed to allow customers to do their 

own ordering at fast-food restatirants. Specifically, I am interested in the visual 

presentation of such systems and the extent to which such systems mimic human 

behavior in their dialogs. 

THE CHALLENGE OF SELF-SERVICE [.NTERFACES 

There is ample evidence that in the United States retail sector the trend towards 

self-sen/ice retail is no where near its zenith. The gist of the argument has to do 

with the demographics of the workforce and the competitive pressures within 

the retail environment. Both phenomena deal with labor costs and both 

encoLirage the adoption of self-service strategies. 

The first driver is the population distribution of minimum wage entrants into the 

job market. Projections are for flat to very modest growth in numbers of these 

workers for the next five to fifteen years. While the numbers of adult, retired 

and /or elderly customers is expected to increase dramatically (Andrew, 1998; 

Martin, 1995a; Stone, 1997). The net result is more customers and less workers in 

relative percentages. 
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At the same time, the competition in the fast-food business has become fierce. 

Producers are squeezed on the one hand to maintain the quantity and quality of 

the food while, on the other hand, holding retail cost down (Hueter & Swart, 

1998; Raffio, 1998). So what is left as a lever for competitive advantage is labor, 

and that has provoked the increased interest in self-service in general and as it 

applies to the order taking function in partictilar (Cassidy, 1994; Frable, 1996; 

Rubinstein, 1998). 

There are numerous examples of how self-service manifests itself in the fast-food 

industry; self-serve soda pop machines., self-serve clean up stations, the self-serve 

order bar that is so accepted it hardly seems a deviation from convention at this 

point. All of the proceeding strategies use the customer for simple physical labor 

sorts of tasks and these strategies seem to be effective. One area where there is 

stUl leverage, and where information systems could come into play, is in the 

transaction processing activities within such commerce. That is with the 

information requirements of taking and fulfilling orders. If somehow the 

customers could serve themselves, a variety of advantages might accrue. 

In situations where the transaction is very simple, we already see self-service as a 

fait accompli. Witness self-serve gasoline pumps. From being nonexistent ten 

years ago they are ubiquitous today. It is a competitive advantage to allow 

customers to pump their own gas and saves labor in the bargain. 
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In sitLiations where t±ie transaction is more complex, the introduction of UD TPS 

has been less swift and less universally successful. These systems typically have 

more complicated interfaces designed for the traditional agent (e.g., more 

complex cash register systems). 

It is the design of the UI in systems deployed in these more fimctionally and 

socially complex environments that is the focus of this dissertation. In reflecting 

upon existing practice it is evident that there are a variety of considerations that 

come to bear on any attempt to design an efficient and effective UI for any UD 

TPS and this applies in particular to one directed at the fast-food task 

environment- In particular, I am interested in two factors related to the design of 

the UI: degree of personalization and graphical richness of system objects. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In partio-ilar I want to know whether the presence or absence of personalization 

or the degree of graphical richness affect the speed with which a customer places 

their order. In addition, does the degree of graphical richness or the presence or 

absence of personalization affect the quantity (amount) of food ordered or the 

rate at which users make errors when ordering? I chose to examine these 

questions by means of a structured laboratory experiment. 

The methodology of the present study was simple, straightforward and limited 

in scope; a laboratory experiment in a 2 X 2 factorial format, the intent of which 

was to discern differences in a variety of outcome metrics associated with 
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varying fast-food ordering tasks screens where the levels of personalization and 

graphical richness were mcinipulated. Subjects either received personalized 

menu prompts or did not, and the UT displayed either iconic or textual system 

objects. 

Given any of a number of constructs of performance it is inti.iitive that there 

would be a are a variety of measures of those constructs. The particulars of 

those measures I selected will be explicated in chapter four under discussion of 

the research design; here it seems appropriate to talk a little about the major 

performance constructs and the rationale for their inclusion. 

I initially identified three broad categories of performance constructs; customer 

satisfaction, objective measures and organizational effectiveness measures. 

Customer satisfaction, as originally conceived, was meant to determine whether 

customers would be willing to interact with a machine-based system at 

anywhere near the level of comfort that they felt dealing with a traditional 

ordering system. Included were questions of how they felt about the 

organization hosting a UD TPS, their comfort with the issue of whether their 

order was taken properly, their feeling about whether they were valued by the 

organization, etc. 

There were two primary objective measures. The first and absolutely most 

important was the speed with which the order was taken. Of all the factors that 
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contribute to high satisfaction with an interaction at a fast-food restaurant, the 

most significant is the speed with which the transaction is accomplished. That 

being the case, if either of the stLidies' independent variables affected the speed 

with which the order was taken that finding shoi.ild have a significant influence 

on the design of the UI. It is true that it is not the system itself, but rather the 

customer's lack of facility with the system, which would be the delaying factor 

but that might well not have anv influence on the customers' evaluation of the c? J 

business. From the organization's point of view, it is not just the speed with 

which the transaction is conducted, however. It is also in the organization's 

interest that the customer order be as large as practicable and so, in addition to 

the speed with which the order is taken, we're interested in whether either of the. 

two treatment conditions affects the size of the order. 

Finally, there is brief discLission of a construct of organizational effectiveness. It 

is not a construct that the study seeks to investigate but, given automated order 

taking systems being in the environment, there are some advantages that such 

systems cam present the organization and they are discussed in subsequent 

chapters. 

Additionally, it is prudent to investigate whether or not the two questions are 

mutually exclusive; i.e., whether different levels of graphical richness might 

indicate different approaches to personalization. A first pass at framing this 

discussion is presented via the following model (which is not meant, at this point, 

to delineate statistical relationships nor will it, or any succeeding refinements of 
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it, in this dissertation be meant to infer causality but is presented to facilitate 

discussion): 

General Hypothetical Model 

Independent Dependent Measures of 

Variables Variable(s) Performance 

Level of 

Richness 

of 

Representation 

Level of 

Personalizatxon 

Level of 

Organizational 

Effectiveness 

Time to Order 
Amount of Order 
Errors Ordering 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Level of 

Level of 

Objective 

Measures 

HGURE 1-3 GENEEIAL H\TOTHETICAL MODEL 

The above framework is meant to imply that both the level of representative 

richness and the level of personalization (dichotomous variables indicating the 

existence or lack thereof of personalization and level of graphical richness in the 

interface) may affect the performance of the user interface from both a customer 

and an organizational perspective. The Level of Organizational Effectiveness is 

dimmed in the figure because it is not a construct under investigation in this 

study. It is included in the framework because a) while it is difficult to conceive 
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of a laboratory experiment to measure it, it would be of supreme concern to any 

organization embarking on creating a system of the type envisioned and 

discussed and b) because there is some small discussion within the dissertation of 

potential organization advantages to some varieties of the system(s) this 

research could facilitate. 

ORGAN'!Zr\TION OF THE DISSERTATION 

The remainder of the dissertation will be organized as follows: 

Chapter Two will review the literatiure relevant to design and evaluation of UIs 

in general and considerations of UTs in retail environments in particular. Chapter 

Three will present the research hj.'potheses, and Chapter Four how they will be 

evaluated; i.e, the methodology. In Chapter Five the results will be presented 

and in Chapter Six, I will discuss the findings for tlie results, implications and 

limitations of the research. Several appendices are attached to provide the details 

of the research instrumentation, etc. 
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11. LITERATURE REVIEW 

HCI is an interest I have had for more than fifteen years; in fact, before I knew it 

was HCI I was interested in.' As I have read more deeply and pi,irsued "leads" 

in my quest for a theory of appropriate interface design, I have encountered 

what one of my undergraduate professors. Dr. Kent Bumham, refers to as the 

EAE principle; Everything Affects Everything. What might at first appear as a 

nice discreet discipline residing within computer science, engineering and 

occasionally MIS departments convolutes into considerations of, for instance 

(and this is only one for instance among many I coxild have dted), cognition. 

Ownership of the understanding of cognition itself has been the batde ground of 

many academic disciplines since, probably, pre-history. 

My point is that it is, at least for me, very difficult to put a boimdary aroimd the 

literature appropriate to review in HCI. I believe this is a general malaise and 

that it is reflected in the general lack of clearly delineated general theories of 

HCI. With some notable exceptions such as Pitt's Law for screen object sizing 

and Card, Newell and Moran's (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983) often dted 

G.O.M.S. model of human information processing, the products of research 

conducted under the rubric of HCI are usually check lists and guidelines on how 

to do various spedfic things with respect to the interface. This is not a critidsm, I 

wiH be very pleased if my work is seen as contributory in this fashion. I do 

' When I first began to cast about for readings in the area Dr. Richard Orweig kindly pointed me toward the 
Human Factors literature. Countless others, many of whom I have never met in person, have continued to 
provide guidance since. 
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believe, however, that it reflects attempts to categorize an underlying organic, 

holistic phenomenon. 

It may seem odd that early in the literature review there are numerous 

references to the marketing literature. However, this is perfectly reflective of 

what I perceive is a dominant theme in HCI literature today; user-centered and 

context sensitive approaches to crafting the user interface. By this I mean that if 

the objective is to ascertain guidelines for implementing an interface that will be 

deployed in a marketing and sales environment, that an investigation of that 

context is appropriate. While I have tried to make the various discussions 

discreet, the nature of the discussion, as previously stated, enjoin against that. 

My apologies in advance for any difficulties this causes the reader. 

USER INTERFACES AND RETAIL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS 

One definition of an interface, according to Random House Webster's electronic 

dictionary is "a common boundary between systems, equipment, concepts or 

people" ("Random House Webster's Electronic Dictionary and Thesat-irus College 

Edition," 1993). Brenda Laurel, in the introduction to The Art of Human-

Computer Interface Design begins by defining an interface as "... the hardware 

and software through which a human and a computer could communicate" 

(Laurel, 1990). The concept of dialog or coinmunication across boundaries occurs 

in many definitions of interface; the notion of communication through an 

interface can be illustrated by the example of a driver "communicating" her wiU 

to an automobile through the interface of the wheel. 
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A Brief History of Early Work with User Interfaces 

Whic±iever alternate approach one wishes to use to define the concept of a UI, it 

is clear that mankind has been concerned with the idea for a long time. It is easy 

for me to envision discussions by early men of the relative merits of different 

hand holds on various batde axes or, as Alan Kay puts it, "The unknown 

designer who first put a haft on a hand ax was trying not just to increase 

leverage but also to make it an extension of an ami, not just the fist" (Kay, 1990). 

We know that the ancients were aware of the challenges of good design as 

regards man-machine interfaces; witness the following line from Plato's Republic 

H: "Yes, he Sciid, the tools which would teach men their own use wovild be 

beyond price" (Plato, 400 B.C.). It is probably not coincidence that this same 

sentiment is echo by one of the leading authorities in the field of HCI today 

tmder the with regard to the concept of affordances (Norman, 1988, 1990, 1992, 

1993; Norman & Draper, 1986). 

In modem times, and specific to computational tools, references to what is 

conceptiially the UI are found under the rubrics of, among others, ergonomics, 

human factors, human-computer interaction or human-computer interface (HCI) 

and computer-human interaction or computer-human interface (CHI) (Kay, 

1990). References in the literature to UIs date back to at least the 1940s when 

Varmevar Bush was elucidating his ideas for the MEMEX, his posited information 

machine, that was one of the seed ideas for the development of the modern 
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computer. He describes the machirie and then says, in describing possible modes 

of interaction, that it will "type when talked to" and 

All our steps in creating or absorbing matenal of the record proceed 
through one of the senses - the tactile when we touch keys, the oral when we 
speak or listen, the visual when we read. Is it not possible that some day the 
path may be established more directly? (Bush, 1945) 

Bush goes on to speciilate regarding interacting with computers (though this is 

not the verbiage he uses) via direct brain/machine electrical connections and 

bone conduction. While Bush's speculations are pretty avant-garde even by 

today's standards, they do illustrate the long history of thought on HCI. 

Equally clear from a look at the history is the ever increasing expectation that 

computers wiU become easy to use, or "talk to". Consider J. C. R. Licklider's 

seminal 1960 article on man-computer symbiosis that includes among it's Ust of 

prerequisites for effective man-machine s5rmbiosis several interface related 

challenges, including the resolution of the "Language Problem" (the mismatch 

between natural language and computer languages) and "Input and Output 

Equipment Problems" (illustrated by the statement that "there is no provision for 

any more effective, immediate man-machine communication than can be 

achieved with an electric typewriter") (Licklider, 1960). 

All the significant components that we consider essentials of computer related UI 

design today (e.g., the 'WIMPs'; windows, icons, menus and pointing devices) 

were under development by the late 1950s to early sixties; many of them within 

the Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 



research community. The use of the acti,ial term "User Interface" (UI) dates back 

to at least the late 1960s at Xerox PARC with the garnish of "Graphical" close on 

its heels (Kay, 1990). The contemporaneous work that Douglas Englebart was 

doing at SRI, including development of the first mouse, would complete the 

setting of the stage. As the 1970s began, all of the elements necessary for the 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) were available and investigations into the 

interface per se were well underway. For a recent and comprehensive history of 

the study of HCI see (Myers, 1998). 

User Interfaces for the Retail Trade 

Computers and their interfaces began their corporate lives, in the 1940-50s, 

remote from actual clients / customers; doing support tasks such as processing 

after-the-fact recordings of transactions, printing reports (e.g., bills, pay checks, 

etc. as well as traditional MIS reports) and so forth. As such their interfaces were 

mostly designed (to the extent that they were designed at all) for professional 

computer operators. In fact, the UNIVAC, arguably the first business computer 

had no interface as we would conceive it today. The six women who first 

programmed the machine in the mid 1940s created the techniques for 

accomplishing tasks in consultation with the original UNIVAC engineers (several 

were husband and wife teams) and implemented those tasks by setting switches 

and running patch cords from one memory location to another. The 

grovrndbreaking work that they performed preordained the UI for the first 

generation of business machines. 
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In the 1960s, as computationcil power increased and the ability to multiprogram 

was perfected, computer terminals began to appear at or near the Point of Sale 

(POS) in retail venues. These terminals, the input/output devices for mainframe 

and mini computer systems, often replaced the conventional cash register. The 

prospect of realizing cost savings, increasing profit margins and growing 

revenues as a consequence of having real time inventories, detailed sales records, 

et. al. were the justification for these more complicated systems. The early users 

of these systems were typically sales clerks involved in relatively high dollcir 

transactions (i.e., department store sales people whose average sale was in the 

tens of dollars (1998 dollars) or in very high dollar volume environments like 

grocery stores (McWUHams, 1995). Such workers, though clearly not highly 

skilled, were not typical entry level employees, either in terms of status or 

remuneration, and had usually already mastered the relatively complex 

departmentalized cash registers that were these POS terminal's immediate 

antecedents. 

This business environment dictated the UI design for the first retail POS TPSs in 

that the traditional cash register keyboard was retained but more and more 

often, behind the scenes, when a register button was pressed, it represented 

direct or indirect input to a mainframe or minicomputer. The net effect was that 

the interfaces for these retail POS TPSs were mostly designed with full time 

department store or grocery store clerks in mind. 
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Finally, the advent of the personal computer (PC)" in the late 1970s and early 

1980s made retail POS TPSs more economic for small transaction volume 

environments owing to two primary features: its lower overall cost of 

computation and it's ability to divide the computational task of providing the UI, 

performing data integrity cliecks, et. al. from tlie remote host (previously the 

mainframe or minicomputer had supported aU aspects of the transaction) 

resulting in more throughput. Because of these attributes the PC began to be 

deployed, almost as soon as it was available, as the front end component in high-

volume, low-transaction-amount venues such as the fast-food industry/^ 

What did not immediately happen was any significant change in the UI 

component of these systems. The computational abiUty to provide 'friendlier' 

UIs had increased and the presumed ability or training level of the employees 

working with such systems had decreased (i.e., particularly in the venue under 

investigation, fast-food, where clerks often had never operated any register 

equipment as they were just entering the job market, they were minimum wage, 

low stati-is workers, etc.). However, the interfaces for these POS retail TPSs were 

(and are!) stiU mostly designed for full time department store clerks or grocery 

store clerks, i.e., systems patterned on complex, departmentalized cash registers. 

• Together with the ever decreasing cost of computation in general. PCs, with their more 
limited functionality, were less expensive than mainframes for use as retail cash registers but 
the continual lowering of costs for all computing platforms was creating the feasibility of 
mainframe (or mini) and terminal systerris in fast food business settings even before the common 
deployment of PCs. 
" PCs have also almost completely replaced traditional cash registers 'under the skin' in stand alone 
applications owing to the cost advantages, the ability to add desired functionality and to port out data for use 
in MIS applications. 



Hence, the mismatch between the abilities of the workers and the difficulty of 

the systems often requires explicit training just on the mechfinics of dealing with 

the system leaving aside considerations of training for customer service, food 

preparation etc. (Frable, 1996; Stephenson & Weinstein, 1992; Waters, 1998)."' 

This fact, together with two emerging trends in retail envirorunents, the scripting 

of interaction dialogs and the conversion to self-service of transactions, may 

combine to provide the impetus for a paradigm shift in both who these POS TPSs 

are designed for and what specific functions such systems perform. Discussions 

of both these trends will be expanded upon in succeeding sections, followed by 

an enumeration of some of the negative impacts to organizations and workers 

as a consequence of implementation of scripted roles and cofiverting customers 

to self-service; then the computer mediated approach that gives rise to this 

dissertation's research questions will be introduced. 

Fast-food as an Example of Modem Retail 

Prior to those expanded discussions of negative impacts of scripting and self-

service , however, I wish to briefly describe the economic background in the 

illustrative domain of fast-food just to give a sense of the scale of potential 

benefits and the collatercil challenges offered by the changing economics of retail 

in general and fast-food in particular. 

First, a couple of caveats: 

•* During the time I was writing this, in the summer of 2000, I stopped by a local, well thought of 
hamburger emporium where I encountered a new clerk. I prefer my hamburgers with just mayonnaise and 
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1) that the exact numbers dted are always debatable for a variety of reasons; 

underlying definitions change, time series components change, inflation indices 

vary, etc. and 

2) many numbers are simply not available, likewise, for a variety of reasons; the 

relatively short time that service work has been studied means job descriptions 

are less complete, the way work is done in some of these venues is too new to 

have been taken into account in a time-motion sense (i.e., the effect that self-

serve beverage stations have on the order clerk's duties), etc.. 

That said, what I am attempting to do here is provide a 'back of the envelop', 

order of magnitude calculation regarding the costs of the order taking fimction 

in the fast-food business. For credibility's sake I will use conservative estimates 

and explain in some detail the sovirce of the numbers. 

THE NEW ECONOMICS OF FAST-FOOD 

This section is titled after the 1990 book of the same name; the most 

comprehensive tome I could find on the fast-food business and its changing 

shape. It's author, Robert L. Emerson, was scrupulous in dting his sources; the 

majority of cites are from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) or the National 

Restaurant Association (NRA). 

tomato and it took him and I better than five minutes to puzzle out ho%v to enter that into the cash register 
which had well over 100 buttons to operate. 
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The Problem of Changing Demographics in the Labor Force 

While the book is fiUed with germane tables of statistics, several of which I will 

cite and update in the next several paragraphs, the central tenet of the book is 

"...that a growing labor shortage has forced the fast-food chains to 
raise prices in order to offset rising labor costs. This pricing practice, 
in him, has caused the relative value to the consumer of eating out 
to deteriorate. ..." (Emerson, 1990) 

The implication being that the fast-food industry's relative competitive 

advantage vis a' vis other dining options erodes as this labor shortage 

exacerbates. 

In apparent contrast a 1992 article in Restaurants and Institutions stated that 

"Since menus can only be adjusted so much before quality starts to suffer, and 

fixed costs are just that, labor is one of the few areas that can be squeezed, 

implying that labor costs will not rise" (Stephenson & Weinstein, 1992). 

However, in the interim, most of that squeezing has been done and was done in 

an employment environment much different from the 4.1% unemployment rate 

that obtains now. We are, in 2000, at a point where food queility as indexed by 

ingredients used, portions and care of prepciration is at crisis levels and labor 

costs are rising again as well, but even so, it is difficult for operators to staff their 

stores (McDowell, 1995; McWilliams, 1995; Stephenson & Weinstein, 1992). 

Background Figures 

Some operators blame their present labor shortages problems on the minimum 

wage and look for relief in the relaxing or abolishing of it. Emerson and others 
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have convincingly made the argument that it is not pressure from minimum 

wage laws that has fueled these rising labor costs (and hence shortages) from the 

early 1990s on; their explanations are rooted in the worker's (primarily 

teenager's) other options, objections to the nature of the work, lack of benefits 

and promotional opporti,mities and perceived statvis (Emerson, 1990; Martin, 

1995a). On the other hand, there are any number of voices in the discussion that 

come to the opposite conclusion (Henderson, 1996; Van Giezen, 1994). 

Regardless of the o-irrent source of problems that the fast-food industry ( a sixty 

bilHon doUar a year industry when Emerson wrote about it in 1990, estimated at 

a $106 billion business in 1998, (Simpson, 1998)) has had in meeting labor 

demands to date, there is two homed dilemma courtesy of the baby boomer 

echo demographic headed its way that is certain to exacerbate the problem. 

On one horn of the dilemma rests the shrinking entry level work force manifest 

in the absolute numerical decline in numbers of the chief labor pool the industry 

draws on, 18 to 34 year olds. According to the Bureau of the Census, by the mid 

1980s 33.9% of all male foodservice employees were 19 or less, a declining trend 

that has spanned 20 years. In 1990 56% of McDonald's crew members were 

teenagers. 

During the boom years for fast-food of 1960 to 1980 the population of Americans 

aged 18-34 rose by 85%. From 1980 to 1985 the number was virtually level. But 

from 1985-1990 the number decreased by 13% and this trend won't even level off 
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Lintil midway through the next decade (Emerson, 1990). So, employers are faced 

with having to reach and teach ever yoimger, less experienced employees to 

fi-dfill their increasing labor needs-

Resting on the other horn of the dilemma is the projected increase in demand as 

illustrated by the following quote from . 

"According to government statistics, employment by restaurants 
through August 1995 grew only 2.3% compared with a 4.4% rise in 
hiring by aJl service businesses over the same 8-month period. 
Meanwhile, in terms of sales and unit expansion, the restaurant 
industry regularly is outgrowing its labor supply. Additionally, that 
condition Ukely will worsen, according to Labor Department 
forecasts that foodservice employees wiU need to find 3.1 million 
additional workers - a 33% increase in the industry's current work 
force - by 2005" (Martin, 1995a) 

General demographic trends support this, suggesting that, in the next decade, 

the labor force, in toto, will expand at only slightly more than 1% per year. This 

compares poorly to the 1970s, when the labor force grew at an armual rate of 

2.6% (Farkas, 1989). 

To o-it to the chase, the fast-food business has an overall labor problem 

consisting of: 

1) increasing volume (not a problem in and of itself!) 

2) operations where aU obvious means of increasing competitive leverage have 

been exerted. That is, less expensive substitute menu ingredients have been 

deployed as far as the market wiU bear . Labor strategies such as increasing the 

part time component of the work force to avoid paying benefits have been 
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aggressively ptirsued. Fixed cost reduction has been exhaustively studied and 

scrupulously pi.u'sed. 

3) a labor shortage with its attendant pressure on wages, increased turnover and 

its attendant costs, etc. 

Various strategies have been crafted to address this problem; retention schemes, 

non-remunerative incentives (e.g., tailored schedules), 'signing' bonuses, 

employing non-traditional workers such as retirees in the McDonald's McSeniors 

program, etc. However the number of articles in the restaurant trade journals 

that deal with the problem in recent months pay tributes to the fact that the 

problem is intractable (Hand, 1990; Love, 1995; Stone, 1997; Walsh, 1998; Waters, 

1998). 

How much of this problem involves order taking? To answer that we must first 

ask; How many of these workers were, in part or full, order takers? 

How many order takers? 

This a diffio-ilt question to answer because in no venue I have visited or read 

about is order taking an employee's sole function over the course of an entire 

shift. This is reflected in the Bureau of Labor Statistics numbers for the 1996 

National Occupational Employment and Wage report (the last year for which 

data is available) {Occupational Employment and 'Wages, 1998). There are figures for 

food and beverage service workers (they held 4.8 million jobs in 1996) broken 

out as follows: Waiters and waitresses held 2 million of these jobs; counter 



attendants and fast-food workers, 1.7 million; dining room and cafeteria 

attendants and bartender helpers, 439,000; bartenders, 390,000; and hosts and 

hostesses, 260,000 {Food and Beverage Service Workers, 1998). 

Fast-food workers are defined as those that "take orders from customers at 

counters or drive-through windows at fast-food restaurants. They get the 

ordered beverage and food items, serve them to customer, and accept payment. 

Many fast-food workers also cook and package food, make coffee, eind fill 

beverage cups using drink-dispensing machines" {Food and Beverage Service 

Workers, 1998). While the numbers of people so employed were provided, their 

mean wage was not directly cited. However, in the discussion of the category 

the BLS document does give figures for weekly fuH time fast-food workers that 

equate to $5.50 an hour; for a variety of reasons we may assume that the part 

time workers that make up the vast majority of such jobs are paid less." 

There is, however, also a category. Combined Food Preparation and Service 

Workers, Emplo5mient = 1,696,040 Mean wage: $5.87, defined as "Perform duties 

which combine both food preparation and food service. Workers who spend 

more than 80 percent of their time in one job should be reported in that 

occupation" {Combined Food Preparation and Service Workers, 1998). This would 

' Two prominent reasons would be that many states allow employers to pay part time workers 
at a rate some percentage (typically 80%) of minimum wage for a training period (typically 400 
hours). Also, full time employees typically fall into the category of management or 
management trainees. These facts have allowed the industry to delay the day of reckoning 
regarding wages but it is a one time solution as the enviroriment in which tliese tactics are used 
is one of periodically rising base wages. 
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seem to include some order takers as well. Note that the 1.7 million fast-food 

workers do not include food preparation people per se as they are included 

instead in the category of Food Preparation Workers, Employment = 1,237,100, 

Mean wage: $6.62 (Food Preparation Workers, 1998). Taking a conservative 

approach might dictate that we asstune at present that all order taking is done in 

fast-food venue by employees within the ranks of just the fast-food workers, 1.7 

million, and at a wage at or near the Federal minimum of $5.15 per hour. 

As stated above, the order taker will typically be expected to provide beverages, 

prepare meal 'sides' (i.e., french fries), and assemble finished meal components 

and take payment in addition to taking an order, but the definition and extent of 

these other duties vary both by franchise and time. For example, in some 

franchises the procedure is for the person taking the order to then complete all 

other tasks necessary to completion other than the actual main course 

preparation, to 'stay with' the order through completion. At other franchises, 

the order taker stays at the order station and other workers do the other tasks. 

Likewise, even where the procedure is to have the order taker remain at the 

station while there are customers to take orders from, when there are no 

customers, say after the 'limch rush', such an employee is meant to assume other 

tasks (Cooney & Rosengarten, 1992).^ 

^ There is, of course, a cost, though one difficult to calculate, to havirig the order station 
unmanned when customers arrive and to making them wait because of that, sometimes for so 
long that the customers 'give up' and go elsewhere to get there their needs met. 
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A series of interviews, surveys, on-site observations and secondary research an 

associate and I conducted in 1992 (including over twenty operations used as data 

points) concluded conser\'atively that each operation (or store) averaged one full 
I 

time equivalent devoted to order taking. During 'rush' periods the mode was 

three, during slack times .6 (Cooney & Rosengarten, 1992). Estimates of the size 

of crews at various fast-food stores are, predictably, hard to come by but 

Emerson states that in 1989 the typiceil McDonald's employed sixty (Emerson, 

1990). Recendy, Burger King, by changing the percentage of full to part time 

employees in an effort to deal with the labor shortage, went from and average 

of 45 to thirty at 600+ company stores (Stone, 1997). 

So, one way to assess how many order takers there might be is to assume, 

conservatively, one for every thirty workers in fast-food. If we then take the 

low end figure of 1.7 million fast-food workers altogether that would equate to 

56,000 positions. Another way to attempt the calci.ilation is to figure one full time 

equivalent for each fast-food establishment. One way to come up with a 

conservative estimate for the number of chain stores is to use the Foodservice 

Equipment & Supplies numbers for the top 26 chains doing new equipment 

installs. Using their survey data and only counting the obviously fast-food 

operations from just the top 26 gives an estimate of 115,526 stores for 1997, ergo 

115,000 plus order takers (Williams & Niemi, 1997). Making this number 

additionally conservative is the fact that the new build rate was 11,000+ in 1997 

[op.dt.]. 
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What is the cost of the order taking function in fast-food? 

In light of tlie proceeding, I feel safe in assurrung, then, that 56,000 sites is a v^ery 

conservative estimate and that there are at least 56,000 fiilL time equivalent order 

takers working in the fast-food segment of retail alone. Economically, their 

annual wages, assuming $6/hour (counting minimum wage plus FICA, et. al.), 

10 hoLirs per day of operation (also conservative) and 360 days per year (ditto), 

wotild total $21, 600 / store or $1,209,600,000 per armum in the fast-food sector 

alone. But that hourly rate calci-ilation is only one aspect of cost. 

Another cost relates to hiring and training; estimates of the turnover rate in the 

fast-food business range from 1.5 per year to 3 employees per position per year. 

And estimates of the cost of hiring new employees range from an absolute 

minimum of $300 to upwards of $1200 per employee (in 1995 dollars), depending 

on the methodology of the estimates, with $700-800 being typical. 

Perhaps even more costly is the impact that inexperienced employees have on 

the reputation of the business. Though hard to estimate, there is intuitively a 

cost associated with customers having bad experiences while trading with retail 

businesses and it is likewise intuitive that the cost would be greater were one of 

the players in the business able to do notably better in this area than the 

competition. 
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And as a final consideration in this, in no wise exhaustive list, its been estimated 

that roughly two-thirds of £iU crime in fast-food restai.irants is committed by 

former employees and that much of that crime involves data corruption at the 

POS (Cooney & Rosengarten, 1992; Kapner, 1996). 

Anyway you cut it the order taking function represents a sizable concern in 

terms of costs and competitive advantage. This justifies a closer look at the 

fundamental function of these order takers; the physical transaction and the 

information processing that inexorably attends it. 

RETAIL TRANSACTION PROCESSING AND SYSTEMS: How BUSINESS IS PREVALENTLY DONE 

As long as there has been human commerce there has been, in addition to the 

physical exchange of goods and services, the use of Information Systems (ISs) 

and their fundamental subset, TPSs to support the commerce (though these 

terms themselves are products of the computer era). A TPS is a system to record 

the particulars of exchanges and thus serves as a way to account commerce and 

support future decisions about a business. A shepherd circa 500 B.C. marks a 

stick when a ewe gives birth to enumerate the herd, a separate stick when 

exchanging a smaU sheep for a fortnight's lodging to remember the next year 

what it cost to lodge and decide whether to the use the same lodging again. This 

has been the typical process for all of human history; the owner of the resource 

"inputting" changes to the business state, in effect data processing. 
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Non-Mediated Transaction Processing Systems 

It is not without precedent that a customer woLild be involved in the acti.ial 

recording of a transaction, however. We have probably all interacted with a 

business that allowed us to take some product and place payment plus necessary 

information in an envelop on the "honor system". This typically involves 

recording for the business the details of the transaction, i.e., the quantity, model 

taken, who received the goods, etc. This is typically done only where the 

clientele is perceived to be extraordinarily trustworthy (e.g., a small town 

grocery store with the proprietor unexpectedly called away) or where the goods 

have so little wholesale value that the proprietor evaluates the risk of loss as 

worth it in \aew of the potential downside. In both cases, while there is a 

reasonable chance that the fiduciary component of the transaction will be 

adequately execi.ited, there is every likelihood that the details of the transaction 

wiU not be reliably captured. Viewed from the customer's point of view this 

makes sense as it is ethically clear that goods received should be paid for but not 

as clear that the customer owes the purveyor the labor involved in accurately 

recording the transaction (though from the purveyor's point of view this is a cost 

of doing business). In the above venues that situation is defacto acceptable. 

Agent Mediated Transaction Processing Systems 

More typically, as regards the recording of a transaction in modem times, there 

is an agent for the business that executes the recording, often while assisting the 

customer in the selection process. This usage of an agent provides for more 

reliable recording of the transaction as well as more efficient and effective 
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execution (i.e., particularly taking the money, but also delivering the product 

and/or service). It also offers the opporti.mity to actively sell additional products 

and/or services, a key ingredient in most modern retail organizations' strategies. 

The resulting complex dyadic relationship between the consumer and agent has 

been the target of a great deal of research under the rubric of services marketing 

(Bateson, 1985; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Brown, P., & Jo, 1994; 1985; Fisk, 

1993). 

Challenges with Agent Mediation in Retail TPS Environments 

The result, in contemporary retail environments, is an entry level employee of a 

business who may quickly be called upon in the course of a service encounter 

with a customer to undertake the stressful simultaneous handling of the 

exchange of goods and / or services for payment, recording of the details of the 

transaction using the relatively complex POS TPSs previously discussed, and 

suggestively selling additional products and / or services. AU of this, expected 

of a minimum wage worker, likely new on the job, in a tight labor market 

whose demographics virtually guarantee that it remain so for the foreseeable 

future (with the implication of easy access to alternate jobs at competitive 

wages), virtually guarantees substandard performance and high turnover. 

The functions alluded to in the preceding paragraph have been studied in detail 

as have the challenges of training, motivating and controlling the behavior of 

these entry level workers in fulfilling these functions or roles; this controlling 

being necessary from the perspective of managing costs to the organization. 
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Costs may be direct costs associated with the employee (such as tiimover whose 

costs are estimated elsewhere in this dissertation) or cost to the business of sub-

optimal interactions between employee and customer. Sub-optimal interactions 

might entail merely less than cordial interactions; these clearly are not desirable. 

Of far more concern are two areas of fast-food interaction that are very high on 

scales of how customers perceive quality in fast-food restatirants (though I have 

no explicit proof I believe it reasonable that the following areas of concern would 

generalize to retail in general): time consumptive orders and accurate orders. 

When the order taker is not initially present or is not facile (either with the menu, 

the cash register or other parts of the system) the order is perceived by the 

patron as taking too long to complete. This is usually shown in studies of the 

fast-food industry to be the number one concern of patrons (long lines and other 

factors can also contribute to waiting but are not directly affected by the order 

taking process so not of concern here). Clearly, any remedy for this problem 

would put the business offering it at a competitive advantage vis a' vis its 

competition. 

Aco-iracy of orders, the second area of concern mentioned above, is not shown 

by studies to be as pressing a concern but both in formal observations as well as 

informal interviewing and observations over the years I have concluded that the 

mistake rate per order is really strikingly high (Cooney & Rosengarten, 1992). I 

believe the disconnect between observational data and self reports is due to 1) 

the extremely poor "normal" rate of error contributing to a 'there's nothing we 
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can do about it' attitude that in turn leads to 2) a 'that's close enough attiti,ide'. 

This plays out in interviews something like this: 

Interviewer: Well that looks tastydid you get the order you placed? 
Patron: Yes, pretty much. 
Interviewer: Well, what did you order? 
Patron: Let's see, a cheeseburger with everything except mayonnaise, large 
french fries and a medii.un Coke. 
Interviewer: And what have you got there? 
Patron: Let's see, cheeseburger with everything, looks like a medium french fries 
and a medium Coke. 
Interviewer: But I thought you didn't want mayonnaise? And you paid for a 
large french fries! 
Pafron: Oh, it'd take forever to deal with it, they'd probably just scrape the mayo 
off anyway and I don't mind it so mucli and the fries - probably bad for me 
anyway. 

In short, the customer is so used to not receiving what they ordered at any fast-

food place that they accept considerable variance in their order even when it 

involves receiving preparations tliey don't really care for. I don't believe this 

would be news in terms of the level of service in retail in general; the media are 

filled with stories of shoddy service and anyone who is out in the world more 

than likely has her or his own stories to tell. 

This proposition would seem to be supported by the fact that McDonalds has 

recentiy gone to the frouble to install LED read outs that mirror your order back 

to you at their drive through windows so that you can see if the order taker got 

it right. Admittedly, the problem is probably even more severe in drive through 

lines but my observations have confirmed considerable problems in the walk-in 

business as well (Cooney & Rosengarten, 1992). As with any method that would 

speed up service, any method of increasing order accuracy undertaken by one 
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organization would result in a competitive advantage vis a' vis other businesses 

in the same market. 

Of the many general approaches that have been suggested and/or adopted co 

deal with these challenges of cost containment associated with frontline, 

interactive employees two are of particular interest to this dissertation; the 

comprehensive definition and "scripting" of the employee's roles in interactions 

with the public and the conversion to self-service of the transaction to include 

the customer in functions (or roles) traditionally reserved for the business. 

Together, these two related trends and their consequences provide an 

opportunity to re-engineer the way service provision work is done in some retail 

environments. Well discuss that shortly but first let's define these trends and 

examine why they have emerged. 

EMPLOYEE ROLES AND SCRIPTING WORK; TRADITIONAL EMPLOYEE "PROGRAMMING" 

The concepts of roles and scripts as they relate to human behavior have been 

employed in social psychological theory and research for some time and scholars 

have been adapting them from that venue to the marketing arena since at least 

the mid 1970s. Solomon et. al., in their often referenced 1985 article in the 

Journal of Marketing, made several assertions as regards service encounters of 

the type referenced at the end of the last section; that they are essentially dyadic 

(regardless of the fact that historically the service provider and customer were 

studied in isolation), that they are human interactioris, and finally, that they are 

role performances (Fisk, 1993; Solomon, Surprenant, Czepiel, & Gutman, 1985). 
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That is, that service encounters are understandable as a dramattirgical metaphor. 

Hochschild, who coined the terms "emotional labor" and "interactive service 

worker" while stLidying the working world of airline stewardesses in the early 

80s likewise referred to surface acting cmd deep (or method) acting as strategies 

workers use to deal with employers' demands regarding behavior towards 

customers. In this context, a role is defined as a "cluster of social cues that guide 

and direct an individual's behavior in a given setting" (Solomon et al., 1985). 

Employee Roles and Scripts in the Fast-food Business 

For instance, an employee of a fast-food restaurant is typically assigned a 

particular function for all or part of any given shift. In this case there are a 

formal set of cues in the form of the organization's policies and procedures 

manual that guide the employee's behavior in her or his role. This would include 

costume requirements (dress code) as well as a literal script for interaction; all 

done in order to provide a consistency and a quality of service not probable by 

relying on the actions of an unscripted employee and thus designed to contain 

the costs associated with a bad performance (Bums & Bull, 1993; Leidner, 1993). 

If the employee is assigned the function of taking orders at the counter then the 

manual dictates acceptable dress, groonning and demeanor. The dress might 

typically be a polyester uniform in the corporate colors. Grooming guidelines 

might dictate hair length and style, fingernail care, acceptable jewelry, etc. 

Demeanor is usually mandated as cheerful, smiling. Also, it is likely that the 

actvial verbiage (read script) of portions of this role may be partially or wholly 

prescribed; e.g., "Welcome to McDonald's, would you care for the McMuffin 
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breakfast special this morning!" or "Thanks for choosing Hardee's and have a 

great day!". There may also be additional, less formal role cues from fellow 

workers, the manager, television advertisements feati,iring tlie particular or 

other businesses, etc. that might also inform the role, in a fashion similar to an 

actress in a theatrical production (Leidner, 1993). One common example of this 

that I have obser\'-ed is the ubiquitous behavior of wait and coimter persons, 

when I have ordered a Coke, to ask me if Pepsi is alright even though a) they 

don't have Coke in any event and b) the policy, strictly enforced by the Coca 

Cola corporation in the past but much less so now, of policing restaurants to 

insure that Pepsi is never represented as Coke is not something that they, upon 

questioning, are even familiar with. I can only assume that they pick this up 

from being customers at other restaurants and adopt it feeling that it is part of 

professional demeanor; in other words an appropriate role behavior akin to 

airline pilots affecting Chuck Yaeger's speech cadence. 

Likewise, when a customer enters a fast-food restaurant, it is in the context of a 

constellation of implicit and explicit cues as to role (Leidner, 1993). Traditionally, 

the customer in a food service transaction has the implicit role of "guest" in a 

manner similar to a guest in ones home. This role is complimented by a 

continuum of roles that employees play out from the host role typical in a fast-

food environment to the role of hired (or indentured) servant of the host in a 

formal dining environment (Leidner, 1993). Depending on the environment this 

may play out as a role of polite deference (of a host to the host's guest) in a fast-
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food environment to a role of servility (that of a servant of the lord of the 

manor) in a formal dining situation. 

The Cost of Roles 

It is pertinent, indeed integral, to the justification for the line of inquiry pursued 

in this dissertation to note that the fundamental physical laws of the conservation 

of energy have correlates here. What I mean is that the adoption of these roles, 

and their attendant scripts, while in one sense effective in containing costs, is not 

without a cost itself; that such adoption is posited by researchers as, in and of 

itself work, and when this additional work is uncompensated may result in other 

dysfunctional employee behavior (Leidner, 1993; Paules, 1996 ). 

One of the first investigators to contemplate the cost of role adoption (in the 

contexts of emotional zuork and interactive service zuork) was Arlie Hochschild who 

examined the evolution of roles for stewardesses in the airline industry. At the 

dawn of civilian travel stewardesses were registered nurses both because the act 

of air travel was risky but more importantly because the starched capable image 

of the nurse reassured neophyte travelers. At that time, the compensation, 

perquisites and prestige of the job were well aligned with the role and those 

original stewardesses' average lengths of employment were above ten years. 

However, as the traveling public became familiar and comfortable with air travel 

the management of airHnes decided (reasonably) to do away with the cost of 

employing registered nurses to do what was mciinly and basically restaurant 
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service work. By this time, though, the public was enamored of the role of being 

the pampered gviests of the these competent, polite professionals and the new 

job description included adherence to those role expectations as regards 

appearance, deference et. al. Concurrently, the airline industry was moving 

from a high profit margin niche business to a high volume, low margin 

commodity business. As a consequence, longer shifts, less downtime, and 

reduced compensation were the natural modifications to the job of stewardess. 

The role requirements remained the same, however, and it was in this 

environment that Hochschild's study revealed the discontent and dysfunctional 

employee behavior that accompanied the shift in situation (Hochschild, 1983). 

Similar work in other market sectors done previously by Braverman and later 

by Leidner in the insurance and fast-food business (specifically at McDonald's) 

reinforces this as a common business challenge attending the trend towards ever 

more scripted work in an ever more services driven economy (Braverman, 1974; 

Hochschild, 1983; Leidner, 1993). 

The dysfunction referred to above took the form, in the fast-food venue, of 

purposeful disobedience to the roles (e.g., not offering 'specials' that tlie 

customers by and large reacted negatively to), subtle rudenesses and 

nondeference to customers, and avoidance of the customer service station to 

name a few. None of the previously cited researchers were much interested in 

the impact of the documented dysfunctional behaviors from the organization's 

point of view but clearly all of the above practices erode competitiveness to the 

extent that some business suffer more from them than others. What I am 
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proposing here is that from the organizational point of view all forms of 

dysfiinctional behavior have a cost attached. If specials are not promoted the 

mix of product that other organizational decisions are predicated upon wiU not 

materialize. Antagonistic behavior towards customers, in the absence of such 

behavior when those same customers deal with competitors, must erode market 

share to some extent. Finally, when the order station is i.mmanned there are 

bound to be bottom line consequences both in the form of actual lost sales by 

departing customers and by ciistomers dissatisfied by the wait. 

From a 'bottom line' point of view the most easily documented downside 

(owing to our ability to explicitly coimt employee departures) to employee's 

reaction to imposed roles is turnover, the estimated costs of which have been 

discussed previously and which raises the cost of operations. It is also pertinent 

to note that the turnover percentages may be understated as they reflect poorly 

on the attractiveness of employment with any given company. This has been 

observed to be the case in several studies of the fast-food industry and is tacitly 

acknowledged in interviews with fast-food corporate executives. The other 

intuitive cost of employee dysfunction is bad service which would adversely 

affect market share. The natural organizational response to such a challenge is 

ever more and tighter scripting of employee roles. And so, we have ever more 

stringent scripting of interactive service worker's interactions with the public as a 

response to the low quality workers in these positions (this is not meant in any 

way to reflect on these peoples' inherent qualities, just their job readiness) but 

the scripting itself imposes costs as well. Among these costs are the corporate 
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costs of creating and promulgating the scripts, the spiraling discontent the 

imposition of the scripts engenders and the ever lessening flexibility with which 

organizational employees deal with cxistomers. 

Costs Imposed on the Customer by Role Assignment 

But the employee in a fast-food environment is not the only party to be assigned 

a role (and, perhaps, implicitly, even a script). There are also explicit cues possible 

for the customer's role. Sign's may indicate that "We smile or we buy the pie" to 

indicate that the customer's role is to expect enthusiastic service (and monitor for 

the lack thereof) or "Please retLim trays here" which implies that the customer is 

to make himself at home and, just like at home, clean up his mess when done. 

Traditionally, in food service, both the implicit and explicit cues have been 

consistent in reinforcing the "honored guest" role structixre for both customer 

and employee when this role was seen as providing competitive advantage. 

However, this role structure implies a high level of service from the employee 

which in turn implies an additional cost for the business, no matter how it 

satisfied (i.e., by relatively highly skilled workers or by highly scripted workers, 

which, as we have seen, imposes its own costs). This is the motivation for the 

role in fast-food service, alluded to above, where the customer is to make herself 

at home, and, not coinddentally, do some of the work as weU. The cost to the 

cvistomer here is the cost of being an vmpaid employee; for the organization, the 

loss of customers / business if they rebel at having to aid in the service delivery. 

Nonetheless, labor has become such a focus for competitive advantage in retail 

in general and the fast-food business in particular that I can not think of a fast-
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food operation that has not adopted the customer as co-worker model to some 

extent. 

INVOLVING THE CUSTOMER IN SERVICE PROVISION: TRADITIONAL SELF-SERVICE USER INVOLVEMENT 

Silpakit et. al., call this role for the customer of actually providing some 

component of the service work "participatizng" the work and organizations have 

provided many implicit and explicit O-ies to support it; we will refer to it by the 

more familiar term self-service (SQpakit & Fisk, 1985). McDonald's, for instance, 

uses its extensive television marketing to demonstrate how the service system is 

supposed to work; likewise, their stores' entrances are designed to lead directly 

to the service coimter cueing the customer to get in line and the placement of the 

waste cans cue customers that they are expected to dispose of their own trash 

(Leidner, 1993). 

Of course, self-service is not new. The Automat was introduced in the U. S. in 

1902 and was 'serv'ing' 800,000 customers a day by the mid 1930's (1998; 

Papiemik, 1996). 

It is perhaps ironic, in this context, that the rise of the fast-food business is 

credited with ending the Automat, the last location closing in 1970 (Papiemik, 

1996). In response to the labor shortages of the 1990s its return has been 

humorously proposed while the idea of automating to deal with shortages in 

other industries has been seriously pursued (Hand, 1990). 
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Background on Self-service 

In order to iinderstand the term self-service the way we use it here you must 

first Lmderstand the concept of the service encounter, a concept describing 

buyer-seller interactions in the marketing of services and its allayed concept 

service quality (Silpakit & Fisk, 1985). Several rubrics have been employed to 

frame these concepts. 

Service Encounters and Service Quality 

Gronross coined the term "interactive marketing" in 1983 to emphasis the 

importance of the service encounter. He argLied that interactive marketing is 

responsible for perceived service quality, cvistomer satisfaction and repeat 

business. He also argued that the style of performing is verj.' important by 

which he meant that the "how" of service provision is as important as the 

"what" service of service provision (Gronroos, 1983). 

Len Berry, likewise in 1983, coined the term "relationship marketing". This 

concept included what Gronroos was purporting but went on to emphasize that 

where customers have the choice of many suppliers and alternatives, and 

periodic desire, that marketers are obliged to form relationships with the 

customers based on the perception of quality. He also suggested customization 

of service as a way to strengthen relationships (Berry, 1983; Berry & 

Parasuraman, 1991). 
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Grove and Fisk framed service encounters in terms of dramaturgy, the point 

being that service encoimters should be staged, rehearsed, amd 'blocked' to 

decide which activities should be performed backstage and which on-stage; all in 

the name of perceived service quality (Grove & Fisk, 1983, 1995, 1996; Grove, 

Fisk, & Dorsch, 1998). 

Finally, Solomon, Surprenant, Czepiel and Gutman developed and explicitly 

applied social role theory to the examination of provision of service such that 

each participant (i.e., employee and cvistomer) plays out a role that is expected by 

the other in the service encounter. They argue that services marketers face a 

tradeoff between predictability and personalization of a service. The idea is that 

the perception of service quality' is enhanced by the consistency/ predictability of 

the service but that personalization of a service also enhances perception of 

quality and that the two are at odds. So making service more standard (e.g., by 

scripting them) may also make them less personal, a perceived quality negative 

(Parasuraman, Zeithamel, & Berry, 1988; Solomon et al., 1985; Surprenant & 

Solomon, 1985). Interestingly, the advent of the Internet, a seemingly 

impersonal means for conducting business, but one where the ordering is 

inherently self-service, has brought the issue of personalization in computing to 

the forefront. Witness the recent issue of the Corruntmications of the ACM 

entirely given over to the concept, where Guest Editor Doug Riecken asks 

rhetorically in his introduction to the issue, "WJiat is personalization? Is it a better 

way to communicate and to do business? Is it customer-relationship 

management or one-to-one relationships?" (Riecken, 2000). The self-service 
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aspect is so embedded in this disci-ission that is never is explicitly acknowledged 

yet I believe it is obvious that one of the main drivers of the excitement about e-

commerce is the dramatically reduced transaction cost due to self-service. 

Regardless of the details of the definitions of service encounters, all of the 

conceptualizations are fimdamentally influenced by the idea of perceived service 

quality. Berry, in particular, went on to constn.ict the SERVQUAL instrument for 

measuring service quality as a direct restilt of investigations indicating the pivotal 

role that service quality made in buyer choices (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Fisk, 

1993; Parasuraman et al., 1988). Likewise, all of the discussants on service 

encoi-mters and service quality agree that the interaction between the customer 

and the employee at the POS is fundamental to perceptions of service quality. 

And make no mistake about it, this perception is closely tied to revenue and 

profit. In 1990 McDonald's performed a study finding an improvement of one 

grade level (on the company's store-level grading system' designed to evaluate 

worker quality) translated to $136,000 higher sales per year per store in 1990 

dollars (Emerson, 1990). But it is also intuitively true that the greater 

commitment in terms of employee numbers and quality that the organization 

makes (i.e., in terms of training, inherent people skills, etc.), the more expensive 

the service is to provide. 

^ Since 1957 McDonald's franchisees have been graded on an A, B, C. D, or F scale for QSC&V - Quality. 
Service, Cleanliness and Value - a field examination {performed yearly and instrumental in the franchise 
renewal process, expansion, etc. 
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Approaches to Cost Containment in Provision of Service 

One approac±i to containing costs is to highly structLire (read script) the tasks 

involved in service delivery so that even low skilled workers should be able to 

perform them with an acceptable consistency. This technique has been widely 

adopted throughout retail operations but perhaps nowhere more aggressively 

than in fast-food. McDonald's for instance, employees a 600+ page training 

manual to attempt to script all conceivable interactions with customers as well as 

all other aspects of work there (Boas & Chain, 1977; B^ims & Bull, 1993; Love, 

1995). The problem with this is that such a diminished job is much less satisfying 

for humzm workers reintroducing the costs of scripting discussed previously 

(Braverman, 1974; Hochschild, 1983; Leidner, 1993). 

Another approach is to standardize service to reduce the number of variables 

that could go wrong. This approach and the problem with it are played out 

again and again in the history of fast-food chains. Many corporations, like 

Kentucky Fried Chicken and McDonald's started with simple, limited menus of 

products and hence simple and relatively inexpensive service delivery schemes. 

The problem here is that customers want customized products and the more 

elaborate service mechanisms needed to deliver them. With increased pressure 

from both competition and shareholders demanding consistently high returns 

what invariably happens is that additional products and services are added on. 

For instance, a previously 'one hamburger' concept like McDonald's is expanded 

to the involved menu they have today. Additionally, pressure from the likes of 
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Btirger King (with their "Have it Your Way" campaign) is forcing McDonalds to 

gear up for even more ctistomized delivery (Raffio, 1998). Most organizations 

are forced to play the customization game to some extent and cxistomization of 

service delivery is very much at odds with cost containment. 

A third approach to cost containment is to involve the customer as an unpaid 

employee in the interaction; this topic has likewise been examined earlier but it 

does bear upon the final approach we shall examine; substituting machines for 

employees. If we are to have the order taken direcdy by the cash register it is no 

doubt true that the customer's participation will exceed the traditional effort 

wherein she or he simply expresses their desire to the order taker and be 

expanded to operation of some sort of cash register / computer. This alternative 

sets the stage for the questions this dissertation seeks to answer for the fast-food 

industry in particular but also as gviidelines for customer / computer interfaces 

for a variety of retails venues. 

In the context of service delivery the cost of the order taking (in the fast-food 

industry in particular) has been estimated in a previous section. Obviously this 

notion, that human order takers can be replaced by computers to save labor 

costs, is central to one of the main areas of investigation of this dissertation; what 

sort of substitute computer representation might customers favor? However, 

before the investigation can be said to credibly contribute to the solution of a 

clear business problem there is an antecedent issue that must be addressed. That 

is the question of whether or not it is true that part of what customers value in 
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their interactions with an organization is the htiman contact. In the almost 14 

years that I have been adv'^ancing this notion of automating order taking I have 

run into this objection again and again both from customers and from operators. 

It is certainly trtie that organizations such as McDonald's stress the commi.inity 

aspect of eating in their restaurants and the pleasantness of interacting with their 

employees (Boas & Chain, 1977; Biums & BuU, 1993; Leidner, 1993; Love, 1995; 

Raffio, 1998). However, it is equally true that most organizations until recendy 

have felt they had no alternative. 

In an interview I conducted in 1993 with a Jack-in-the-Box franchisee who owned 

6 stores in the Tucson, Arizona area, the proprietor asserted that her customers' 

valuing their interactions with her employees was a fundamental part of her 

operations' success. Yet, in observations of both these same franchises and in 

examining the literature concerned with customer complaints and concerns these 

interactions were and are always problem areas. Issues range from employee 

grooming and hygiene to attitude and affect and also include availability (i.e., 

employee not present at order station) and getting the order taken correctly 

((Bloch, Upah, & Zeithamel, 1985; Boas & Chain, 1977; Brown et al., 1994; 

Dabholkar, 1996; Hochschild, 1983; Kettinger & Lee, 1994; Paules, 1996). 

It is also notable that while television advertisements showing the joys of service 

encoimters at fast-food establishments are aired more frequently than any other 

market segments' (e.g. automobile retailers / brands, toothpaste 
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advertisements, etc.) that various chain operations including McDonald's and 

Arby's have research departments actively engaged in attempting to create 

automated alternatives. Likewise notable is that, through the first half of this 

centvuy, the Automat was a viable substitute for this vaunted human contact and 

that it was plausibly more the possibility of hot food than lack of human contact 

that did the Automat in. 

Still and all, it is not clear what segments of the population vmder what conditions 

will accept automation of service delivery and it is intuitive that some segment(s) 

will not. One of the main motivators of this research, then, is to examine 

pertinent dimensions of automated service delivery to see what their effect is on 

perceived service quality and customer satisfaction in terms of time to order and 

amount of order. 

Finally, an after-the-fact obvious remediation for the problem of containing costs 

in service provision is to involve the customer in the delivery of the service as an 

active participant. Before going on to address this concept, however, there is a 

need here for an aside. 

Regarding the Relationship Between Service and Product -Perceptions of Quality 

The discussion to this point has focused on fast-food in particular and retail sales 

in general but in the last few paragraphs the focus has been mosdy on the 

service aspect of businesses (even though the aspect of product was introduced), 

as that is where this dissertation's proposals apply. But at a fast-food restaurant 
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the customer receives a product; at Wal-Mart some sort of soft or durable goods. 

Clearly provision of service is not all that is going on here. In some businesses 

the service provided is most or all of the billable entity (e.g. medical ser\'^ices) and 

in other areas the product is clearly the dominant factor (e.g. at a self-service, or 

better termed, no service, filling station). However, in most retail areas, such as 

food service, the distinction is less clear as to the mix of product and service and 

more importantly, how the service and product elements of that mix influence 

customer perceptions of quality. In fact, the question of what to emphasize in 

the mix is the subject of much academic thought and practitioner attention and 

no clear, simple answer is ascendant. What is clear is that no amount of good 

service will ever overcome a horrible product in terms of quality perception. 

To this issue the disa.ission to this point and for the rest of the dissertation 

assumes the concept of et cetera parabis, or all other things being equal, which 

they certainly are not in the market place. It can be strongly argued that in the 

fast-food business food quality is not the first consideration in many peoples' 

appraisal of overall quality but rather timeliness (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; 

Dabholkar, 1996; Emerson, 1990; McDowell, 1995; McWilliams, 1995). Having 

said that, it is likewise clear that marketers would concentrate on all areas of 

competitive advantage and that the service element is, for retail organizations, a 

fundamental arena for competition. So the question remains, how to increase / 

maximize customer satisfaction and perceptions of quality while decreasing / 

minimizing organizational expense for service. And this leads directly to the 

final cost containment strategy under discussion and another aspect of service 
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delivery fundamental to this dissertation's investigation; having the cxistomer 

participate in an additional aspect of the provision of service; the ordering 

process. 

Benefits and Costs of Self-service 

The potential benefits of self-service are twofold. The first and most obvious 

benefit is that the organization transfers some of its payroll expense to the 

customer. Less obvious is the possibility that the customer's satisfaction or 

perception of quality may, in fact, be increased by this active participation. 

According to a variety of marketing studies consumers vary in their degree of 

willingness to participate and some consumers find participation intrinsically 

attractive (Silpakit & Fisk, 1985). Time involved (and the ability to save time) and 

feelings of control seem to be the greatest determinants of consumers' desire to 

actively participate in service delivery (Dabholkar, 1996; Silpakit & Fisk, 1985). 

If self-service was all benefit and no cost it would be the clearly dominant mode 

in fast-food service delivery today. This is not the case; operations vary widely 

as to the amount of self-service. For instance, some operations deliver yoiu: food 

order when ready to your table while others call a name they have obtained 

from you while still others simply put the order on the counter and count on the 

customer to identify the order from an assigned order number. 

This spectrum of strategies has many origins. For one thing, the benefits of self-

service are not equally attractive to all consim^ers; implying, among other 
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considerations, that certain niche markets will be positively or adversely affected 

by implementing self-service based on whether the consumers in their niche 

value self-service's benefits such as control of the transaction (more than, say, 

being waited on). For another, regardless of the consumer's predisposition to 

self-service there are other considerations from both the organization's 

viewpoint and the consumer's that mediate attractiveness. 

Silpakit and Fisk, in their often referenced article on participatization of service 

provision, created a framework for Lmderstanding how customers evaluate self-

service encounters (and hence, a guideline for organizational adoption of self-

service). Silpakit and Fisk used the term throughput, however most descriptions 

of systems today use the term process as the middle step and I believe it more 

clearly conveys the transformation that inputs experience and hence I have 

slightly modified their framework to reflect this. Figure 1-1, displayed next, 

presents this framework. 
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FIGURE 11-1 THE SILPAKIT - FISK FRAMEWORK (SLIGHTLY MODIFIED) 

In this framework the inputs to the service encounter are the situational factors, 

service characteristics and consumer characteristics. Situational factors include 

physical surroundings, social surroundings, temporal perspective, task definition 

and antecedent states. In other words, aU of these factors are brought to the 

service encounter and may affect the evaluation. While from the organization's 

point of view these would all be important aspects to factor, in the decision as to 

what degree of self-service offer, for our purposes in this study the task 

dimension is most relevant. Task definition is "an intent or requirement to 

select, shop for, or obtain information about a general or specific purchase" 

(Silpakit & Fisk, 1985). The example given is "When dining alone one may prefer 

the convenience of a fast-food restaurant. However, when taking guests out for 

dinner one may wish to spend more time with guests and not wish to participate 
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much in service production and delivery" (Silpakit & Fisk, 1985). Note, that even 

here not much does not imply none; only very rarely would a customer give up 

the menu choices to the service provider. More pertinent is the implication that 

the customer's situational predisposition to the self-service experience is an input 

to evaluation. While this bears on whether a customer will come to a self-service 

organization and on how the service wiU be evaluated it is not a variable the 

organization can directly control. (Organizations obviously can and do attempt 

to control this variable with advertising showing self-service transactions in a 

positive light and implying savings associated with self-service). 

Service characteristics have considerable influence over whether the consumer 

should participate in a service, in what way, and to what degree. The seven 

criteria dted by Silpakit and Fisk are time, control, effort, dependence, efficiency, 

human contact and risk involved. Of these, time, control and the efficiency of 

doing it oneself are shown to be the most important criteria for those who prefer 

high participation. And so, were an organization contemplating offering a self-

service option it would need to know whether its likely potential customers 

valued time, control and efficiency and how greatly. 

The consumer characteristics inputs consist of personality traits, self-concept, 

needs, social roles, perceptions about objective service characteristics and 

perhaps demographic profile. Interestingly, the participative consumer was 

characterized as "somewhat more likely to be a younger male, more educated, 

to be impatient, to dislike waiting in line, and to like playing with machines"; all 
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of t±iese characteristics save education can as well define the modal frequent fast-

food customer (Emerson, 1990; Silpakit & Fisk, 1985). 

Ail of these factors are brought to the service encounter. Once there, the 

framework allows for variance in the degree of self-service that may be offered 

the consumer as well. For instance, at many restaurants consumers have the 

choice of ordering off the menu and being served traditional courses or 

partaking of the buffet. 

Regardless of any particular instance of this constellation of factors corisi.miers do 

always, explicitly or implicitly, evaluate the service provision. Silpakit and Fisk, in 

their framework, have given us some guidelines as to where and when and with 

whom self-service is mostly likely to result in superior evaluation. Wlien the 

task definition does not include being waited on, when time is of the essence and 

having others control the situation is frustrating, when it is perceived as more 

efficient to do it yourself, and finally, when the constellation of consumer 

characteristics that prescribe self-service align themselves with your target 

market, then it is posited that a high degree of self-service result in superior 

perceived service. 

Scripting and Self-Service as Drivers of Cost Containment 

As we have seen scripting of work and the implementation of self-service work 

are both cost containment strategies common in present day retail. They are 

deployed where ever it makes sense to do so; typically in high volume, low cost. 
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low cxistomization environments where gross margins are thin and the necessity 

to strictly control labor costs is essential. 

In both cases there is, of cotirse, no free ride as there are costs associated with the 

strategies. The scripting of work arguably exacerbates an already considerable 

ttimover problem. Even putting that aside, enforcing strict adherence to scripts, 

essential to achieving the organizational goals embedded in the scripts, requires 

considerable managerial attention. Regardless, retail in the U.S. and worldwide 

has embarked firmly on the path of scripted work as a cost containment 

strategy, and there appears to be no tiirning back in the foreseeable future. 

Self-service is a less mixed blessing. It's main cost from an organizational point 

of view, it that where it is deployed consumers are very likely to anticipate low 

cost but the organizations (at least within the fast-food business) that are 

adopters of this strategy are probably already targeting the cost conscious niche. 

On the other hand, as discussed, self-service can actually enhance perception of 

quality and so more than just contain cost of labor, which it also does, it can add 

perceived value. 

This leads us to the question, central to this dissertation, of why the customer, in 

retail in general and fast-food in particular, is not more involved in the delivery 

of the service; specifically in the ordering of menu items. It is not uncommon for 

the customer in a fast-food restaurant to get their own tray, fill their own 

beverage, dress their own meal, acquire their own settings (napkins, cutlery, et. 
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al.) and clean up after themselves. It would seem, perhaps comically, the next 

step would be that they would call the order back to the kitchen themselves, ring 

up the sale and make change. In other words why not just tvim the cash register 

aroimd and let the customers help themselves? 

The answer can be discerned by asking what tasks the order taker actually 

performs and the answer is partially intuitive. First, we would then be trusting 

the public to handle the money, an unlikely scenario. It does deserve mention, 

though, that even this scenario offers the opportunity for automation where 

payment is by credit or debit card. However, traditional cash payment wiU still 

most certainly be mediated by the clerk. 

Second, were we to, in fact, turn around the cash register, we would immediately 

be confronting our customer with the problem now faced by the help; a device 

designed for a trained clerk in a grocery or department store that takes hours of 

training / practice before a fast-food clerk is reasonably proficient. 

Third, in most operations the clerk is expected by the organization to 

suggestively sell. This is a function that many customers do not really welcome 

but Ln any event could probably not be expected to perform on themselves. 

Finally, and less intuitive, there is the task of calling or otherwise conveying the 

food portion of the order to the kitchen. This requires taking the order from the 
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customer and reformatting it in a form appropriate to efficient processing in the 

kitchen. 

AUTOMATING THE PROCESS-. STATUS AND CH.ALLENGES 

Presently, self payment, particularly credit card payment, implementations are 

being tested in a variet^^ of venues (Simpson, 1998; Sykes, 1997). Work has been 

and is being done to make cash registers easier for order takers to operate 

(Beasley, 1994; Nash, 1998). And the translation of orders from the manner they 

are received from customers to the format best suited for kitchens is an 

algorithmic activity, precisely the kind of thing computers are better at thcin 

people anyway. 

What I am contending here is that work is currently being done in all the areas 

applicable to self-service order entry and that additionally scripting and self-

service are already essential components of cost containment in retail, 

particularly in fast-food. It seems an obvious next step to incorporate the desired 

scripting and the organization's share of the work of ordering within the 

computer system that is, essentially, already, most cash registers. In other 

words, the order taker is already a middleperson (and a expensive and 

problematic one at that) between the cash register / computer and the kitchen 

(or other product or service creation point in other retail venues) on one side and 

the customer on the other. Why not eliminate the middleperson and let the 

customer deal directly with the system in a potentially less expensive and more 

satisfying way? 
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Of course, an idea with so much appeal from a cost perspective coi.ildn't have 

been missed in the hyper-competitive environment of American business at the 

millermium and it has not been. In the next sections, current attempts at 

automated systems will be disa.issed and the role this study hopes to play in 

futi-ire investigations will be outlined. 

The exposition, to this point, has served as justification for this investigation. 

However, it has also served to provide some understanding of the way the work 

under consideration is traditionally done and some understanding of both the 

producer and consumers' needs and expectations as regards the ordering task. It 

is hoped that this will help inform the guidelines it is this dissertation's purpose 

to create. 

Current Automated Order Entry Systems 

As stated earlier, there is work being done to make cash registers more 

manageable for employees in terms of ease of menu selection, automated 

change making, automated forwarding of choices to the kitchen, etc. (Beasley, 

1994; Frable, 1996; Nash, 1998). It is also true that there is discussion of 

automating the order entry function in fast-food though I have encountered 

more literature on the retail grocery venue than fast-food in the last few years 

(Frable, 1996; Grimes, 1993). I have, however, been able to find documentation 

of very few functioning automated order entry systems in retail in general and 

only one in fast-food segment. Some discussion of existing systems follows. 
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Automation at Florsheim Shoes 

Often cited for more than a decade as a peek at the futtire of self-service POS (or 

UD TPS as I have referenced it previously) is the system deployed by Florsheim 

shoes. When I first encountered disa.ission of this high resolution touch screen 

system with branching menus it was referred to as the next big thing in retail 

(Galanti, 1985; Klokis, 1987; Paul, 1986; Rozen, 1985). The system, which I 

eagerly sought out to inspect, had two modes of interaction. The customer was 

able to browse inventory by shoe categories or coi.ild switch to order mode 

where size and color choices for a specific model were captured. 

This system was sometimes touted as a replacement for the salesperson and 

sometimes as an additional customer service. I was never able to actually 

complete an order before the salesperson would appear to take over the sale and 

in interacting with the salesperson two things became clear. They either could 

not or would not explain how the system worked and had no interest in using it 

themselves or in having their customers use it. The Florsheim systems I have 

encountered of late have been marked "Employee use only". 

The evaluations of the system have changed as well. In the mid 1990s the articles 

were more likely to focus on whether touchscreen POS systems were viable at aU 

and how they must be justified in terms of return on investment (Anonymous, 

1996b; Fox, 1993,1995). In short, deployment in sales-intensive biigh contact (and 

likely commissioned) environments has not been an unqualified success. I 
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would guess that, in the case of Florsheim shoes, this had a great deal to do with 

two factors. 1) That shoe salespeople, for instance, are paid on commission and 

saw the system as a threat to their livelihood and, 2) that success in such venues 

requires active, persuasive selling, something no system yet implemented can 

other than marginally achieve. In any event, this was probably a case where the 

system implementation was not well thought out from an organizational goals 

perspective and the result is that it seems to be languishing. It is, however, a 

highly interactive system with excellent graphics and it is unfortimate that it 

hasn't been studied more. 

Self-service in the Grocery Business 

Another area that has received quite a bit of attention lately is self-service at 

grocery stores. As early as 1993 there had been reports of self-service grocery 

store trials. Early efforts had the customer using complicated combinations of 

smartcards and hand held scanners similar to the devices that shelf stockers use 

to take inventory (Triplett, 1994). More recently large American chains such as 

Winn-Dixie and Rite Aid have experimented with deployments where the 

customer more closely adopts the role previously assumed by the grocery store 

clerk and scans in the purchases themselves at the check out station 

(Anonymous, 1996a, 1997). 

I personally interacted with a trial system Kroger, Inc had installed in Cincinnati, 

Ohio in 1999. It was comprised of an electronic scale where you either scanned in 

the weighable items UPC or entered it at a terminal; there was also a scanner set 
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up for all packaged goods. Payment was by credit or debit card only. The whole 

setup was facing the customer service coimter so that it was obvious that the 

patron was being observed and that help could be easily requested. 1 checked 

out some $30 odd worth of packaged good and vegetables, bagged the items 

myself, and paid by credit card without a hitch in what I perceived to be very 

little time. (It was true that many folks avoided this option, probably owing to 

its newness, and so there was no waiting as well which was a definite positive 

factor). Both the patron as stocker and as clerk at a self-serve station approaches 

are viewed as having great promise and several major grocery chains have 

similar projects in the works (Cooney, 1998). 

Both, however, have fundamental differences with UD TPS in the fast-food 

venue that may be viewed as either pluses or minuses in terms of feasibility. 

First, while it is true that grocery stores have vastly larger numbers of selections 

than fast-food restaurants, most items are not cxistom made. Even in the case of 

butchered meats the butcher usually, in modem operations, decides the category 

of o-it, weighs the product, and generates a UPC label so from the customer's 

perspective it is still a "regular" item. Ditto the bakery. So, when it comes to 

transacting the order, the number of choices that need to be made right at the 

POS are minimal, making the grocery system simpler, an advantage for feasible 

deployment in the grocery area. Second, and on the other hand, most 

implementations of grocery self-serve systems rely to a great extent on 

customer honesty to insure that all items get scanned. In a fast-food 

implementation of a self ordering system the cashier would logically only deliver 
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what f±ie customer had ordered (uriless there was collusion between customer 

and clerk; which, as an aside, I would argue, that an automated system wotdd 

mitigate®). It follows that the honor system component of the system is greatly 

lessened, an advantage for feasible deployment in the fast-food area. 

Miscellaneous Other Venues for Automated Ordering 

In addition to the above documented examples, I have observed or read about a 

variety of other self-service phenomenon. I list some briefly to expand on the 

current state of the art. Some are cautionary implementatioris. Others, either 

because they are such new phenomena or because they have appeared on the 

radar screen so fully formed in the last several years, have not been well 

documented but are deserving of some attention as well. 

The Postal Buddy 

The Postal Buddy case is compelling documented in a study by Yrjo Engestom 

and Virginia Escalante included in Bonnie Nardi's 1996 collection, " Context and 

consciousness : activity theory and human-computer interaction" (Engestom & 

Escalante, 1996; Nardi, 1996). 

The Postal Buddy was conceived as an automated postal worker that would sell, 

stamps, envelopes, postage labels, stationary, business cards an so on, twenty 

four hours a day, seven days a week. Its creator anticipated that there would 

® On one hand, it is probably obvious that an automated clerk cannot be colluded with. More pertinent is 
the amount of collusion that likely goes on in present, traditional fast-food ordering. The temptation for a 
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soon be Postal Buddys at post offices throughout the United States improving 

postal service and making him rich and famous. 

From its inception in tlie late 80's the Postal Buddy involved many peripheral 

systems with multiple printers, a speaker output, keyboard and keypad inputs 

and multiple storage devices. In the dted study, the system was analyzed by 

observing it in use over several prolonged periods at several locations. While 

the Postal Buddy eventually failed due not just to HCI problems (there were 

several political difficulties with final implementation of the system and 

sociological challenges in the form of labor union resistance) it is the human 

computer interaction problems that are most instructive here. 

User comments that were capttured during the course of the study included 

indications that the menuing system was confusing, that error messages were 

unclear, that there was no way or only obscure ways to imdo incorrect choices, 

and that there was no human helper to reference when things went wrong. All 

of these problems bring up issues that will need to be addressed in any successful 

implementation. 

Airline and Movie Ticiceting 

While self-serve airline ticketing systems kiosks have been observed in airports 

since the mid 1990s almost nothing has been written about them. I have 

young clerk to fail to ring up a soda or an order of fries and hence give their friends a discount is one that is 
probably quite commonly given in to. 
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experimented with them up to the point of acti.ially committing an order. The 

interface leaves a lot of questions vmansv^rered for the users and there are many 

variables that the system doesn't seem to reflect. Another deterrent to these 

systems is that, at least insofar as I could discern, only the full retail price is 

offered. This raises the question of the availability of intemet ticketing that, 

given web kiosks could be made available in airports, would function as a POS. 

I could find no academic studies of these systems either but have extensive 

experience with them myself and it is obvious given the amount of advertising 

and anecdotal evidence from colleagues that this self-service method is gaining 

popularity. 

In the same class of system but of more recent deployment is the order taking 

and ticket fulfillment system now making its appearance in movie theater 

lobbies. Again, there is the high likelihood of pictorial or video content at the 

point-of-sale but not as a system object capable of being interacted with, i.e., one 

possible instance would be a movie "trailer" in a window where the window itself 

could be clicked on to initiate ordering. The systems seem to be very similar to 

those deployed in gasoline service stations; the more recent deployment 

together with a venue where rich media is corrunon probably explains the higher 

degree of polish and richer graphical contact. However, in terms of 

personalization these systems are even less personalized (probably because the 

customer does not typically insert their credit-card until the movie selection has 

been made). In terms of representation what I have observed is text combined 
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with pictures of the movies, perhaps including their logos; richer, but only 

marginally, than the text-based service station systems-

Self-service Filling Stations 

Under the category of self-service phenomena that are prima facie successful but 

have received very little academic documentation the premier example is the 

self-service filling station. This phenomenon has gone from being nonexistent in 

1990 to being practically universal in the United States in the year 2000. From a 

htmian-computer interaction point of view it is a very sLmple system with an 

extremely constrained choice of options. Nonetheless, it implements self-service 

in the transaction in a manner similar to what we have been discussing. The 

abilit}' to involve the customer in the ordering of the service in this venue has 

changed the face of this entire business. As an anecdotal example, I was driving 

with a friend in the winter of 2000. Gas prices had been rising for the last year 

and were approaching $1.80 per gallon in the Pacific Northwest and we spotted a 

service station that was advertising regular unleaded for $1.50 per gallon. I 

pointed this out to my friend and he pulled up to the pump eagerly until he saw 

that there was no automated payment method whereupon he pulled away 

again. "It's just not worth the trouble." 

Service stations that use self-service pumps seem to have fewer employees than 

were present just a few years ago doing the same volume of business. If this is 

the case, then clearly there is a savings in labor cost associated with the systems. 

Just as in the other systems discussed there is no free lunch and there are several 
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downsides to consider. One possible downside to automated filling station 

ordering systems is that people wiU be less willing to de3il with machines. 

Possible reasons include that they perceive a liigher quality of service when 

dealing with htimaiT beings or have a fear of dealing with machines or do not 

have the appropriate debit or credit card or what ever. While it is clear that not 

everyone that buys gas uses these systems it is my observation that they're 

much more widely used that they were just several years ago. Given the 

decrease in the number of human clerks at the stations, in the future people who 

do not use the systems will have longer waits and more problems making a 

gasoline purchase than those that do use these systems. This is perhaps 

ameliorated by the logic that these are the least desirable customers to have in 

any event. 

Of more concern is the potential that follow-on sales are being lost because 

people are not entering the store proper. Thus, there is no potential for 

suggestive selling or impulse buys. Observation shows that the systems are 

being modified to attempt to address this issue. Some systems have an audio 

channel that may play music or in some cases an accompanying video which 

presents the weather, news, or entertainment content interspersed with 

advertisements for products available in the store. Other systems actually do 

active selling right at the interface by asking the customer if they would Uke to 

purchase a car wash at the same time as the gasoline purchase, or perhaps food 

and beverage. 
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In any case it appears clear on the evidence of the almost imiversal adoption that 

these partio-ilar automated self-service systems are judged by the market to be 

very successful. Their successfi.il adoption seems to support the premise of this 

work that automating the order function, in some venues at least, is practicable 

and desirable. 

A logical next question might then be how similar the context of gasoline sales it 

is to the other retail venues we have been discussing. My concern here is with a 

level of personalization and representation of the system. In terms of 

representation these are mostly text-based systems on LCD displays with either 

touch screen or designated button input methods. There are some systems that 

have pictorial or video content but the actual pertinent system objects (e.g. 

gasoline, hot dogs) are typically not portrayed as items that may be interacted 

with. In terms of personalization some of the systems capture the customer's 

name from the magnetic strip on the user's credit card and use that in the 

manner of " welcome, Vance Cooney " but no attempt is made to gather 

information for a more personalized interaction and the transaction is so simple 

that other than welcome, please, and thank you there are few opportunities for 

personalized dialog. 

In short, the success of this class of automated order taking systems is heartening 

but the challenges are much less in terms of an acceptable interface than for 

other more involved retail transactions. Perhaps this, in part, explains the why 

self-serve fast-food order taking kiosks are not quotidian on the landscape yet. 
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Attempts at Automating Order Entry in Fast-food 

But, regardless of any difficulties that fast-food automated ordering systems 

might present, we have seen through our detailed examination of the economics 

of labor in retail in general and fast-food in particular that there are strong 

drivers for any viable cost containment effort. However, most of the effort to 

date in this logistical area within fast-food has centered on assisting rather than 

replacing the worker. This has taken the form of training and incentives on the 

one hand (Grimes, 1997; Stephenson & Weinstein, 1992; Walsh, 1998; Waters, 

1998) and making the cash register more user (clerk) firiendly on the other (Fox, 

1995; Frable, 1996; Grimes, 1998). Why? There are no doubt a constellation of 

explanations. It is likely that inertia is a dominant reason; operators have 

become so accustomed to dealing with the variety of problems that interactive 

service workers present that it is hard for them to "think outside of the box" and 

seriously consider doing it another way (see discussion p.38). Also, in 

orgaruzational planning, the expense associated with being a first mover are well 

documented. And, clearly, fear that the public would react negatively dictates 

that a system would have to be first tried in only selected locatioris but whose 

location? Deployment might negatively impact business and might bring 

unsought and adverse attention (say from labor advocates). And all the costs of 

development are irvitially allocated over only that one or several locations so the 

cost savings are later, all the risk now. 
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Order Automation at Taco Bell 

Nonetheless, the proposition that the order taking hinction coiild be 

transformed into an automated self-service format is so appealing that reports 

regarding it crop up often in the literatLire. Taco Bell, illustrating some of the 

conjectLires in the proceeding paragraph, initiated a rollout of a graphical order 

system in 1994 called CATS (for customer-activated-terminal system). Deployed 

at 26 locations, the three year trial concluded in early 1997 and the 

annoi.mcement of the conclusion by Dan Roddy, Taco Bell's senior director of 

information technology, was ambivalent in its assessment. 

Roddy stated, "We actually got a 5-to-6 percent upsell from the test," speaking of 

the incremental gain to the chain's average check of $3.20 resulting from self-

service ordering. But until CATS can be modified to accept credit cards or some 

other form of alternative payment, such as automatic bank teller cards or 

declining-balance "smart" debit cards, customer self-ordering has not "really done 

a whole lot to take labor out of the [restaurant] environment," Roddy explained 

(Liddle, 1997). The implication was that even though the customer did the 

ordering and the only part of the order process the clerk still had to trarisact was 

the actual collection of money, that no labor time was saved. 

While it is not certain that the whole rationale for the discontinuation of the 

prototype system was made clear, two important points emerge from Roddy's 

statement. One is that from 70 to 80 percent of the customers using the system 
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were anaenable to it's use (Roddy acknowledged some discontent but stated that, 

"overall,... " "...negative feedback... " " ...hasn't been a critical issue for us"). The 

other is that Roddy may have disclosed his real reservations when he asked 

rhetorically during his interview "Are there enough benefits from being at the 

leading edge of this that I should take the risk? Or should I position myself a 

little bit downstream until a Visa or a MasterCard or the banks lay the 

groundwork and there is enough coordination on the technology side so that I 

know what to invest in?" (Liddle, 1997). In other words, from a strategic 

perspective, why not let some else go first? 

Order Automation at Arby's 

While interactive video systems with touch screens have been used commercially 

since at least the mid 1970s (in venues varying from information kiosks to 

corporate training CAI systems) to my knowledge no business has a longer 

history with UD TPS than Bailey Company, Inc. subsidiary Management 

Information Support, Inc. Bailey Company is an Arby's Corporation franchisee 

with more than seventy stores in California and Colorado. Management 

Information Support, Inc., in addition to providing order automation systems, 

provides client / server and systems integration solutions across a variety of 

industries from fast-food to police stations. They began deploying their UD TPS, 

Touch 2000, in 1989 and had it in most of their stores by 1992 (Lorenzini, 1992). 

The system was described in the press, in the early 1990s, in glowing terms. 

William Fisher, vice president of technical services for Miami-based Arby's is 

quoted, "Repeat customers love the system... New customers are surprised by it 
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and take a little time to test it out. But as more units install Touch 2000, that 

Lmfamiliarity will wear off" (Lorenzini, 1992). It used personal computers with 

touch screens. The system listed the available menu items in boxes (with price). 

Claims of reductions of 20 to 30 seconds in transaction times and increases in 

cashier sales of 10% to 20% were been reported (Lorer\zini, 1992). 

When I read about this system I made it a point to contact the company and 

located a test site adjacent to the University of California at Irvine. I went there 

to observe the system in the fall of 1992. There were several surprises. 

The layout, viewed from the side, was like an almost flattened (say 20°) sandwich 

board, each panel of which was a 17" CRT, a top a counter with a tray track on 

the customer side cind preparation coi.mter space on the employee side. The 

front end workers were stationed on one side of the counter, the customers 

would slide their trays forward to position themselves across from the 

employees. The vast majority of customers were clearly regulars and pressed 

various parts of the screen with speed and confidence; completing their orders in 

well under a minute in every case I observed. In the hour plus that I observed 

the operation I was the only customer with questions about the system. 

As the customers pressed in their order's they would display on the employee's 

screen as well, and, in conversation during the same visit with workers there, I 

learned that they could modify or add to the orders though the usual mode was 

simply to observe the order and begin filling it. In other words, while the 
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customer was doing the vast majority of the ordering, there was virtually no 

saving in labor and, in fact, a substantial additional expense in terms of the 

system.'^ I was amazed that they had not taken the fined step aind just let the 

customers do the ordering and reassign the workers (or some subset of them!) 

to other tasks but no one on premise (and I spoke with the manager) knew the 

rationale (Cooney, 1992). 

By 1995 Arby's and their franchisee. Bailey Co.'s IT arm. Management 

Information Support, Inc., had upgraded the system and Arby's proper was 

taking a more direct role in evaluating and testing UD TPS. 

Joe Morian, director of operations for The Bailey Company, is quoted in a 1995 

Restaurants & Institi,itions article as saying "There are a few technical differences 

between the old system and the new one. The hardware is an upgrade to 386 

megabytes of memory from 286 megabytes [sic], and the cashier's screen, 

formerly a PC monitor, is now an LED [sic] screen. Because of the hardware 

upgrade, everything—from sales reports to customer ordering—gets done faster. 

"It's not unusual for a customer to be handed his food as he's opening his waUet" 

(Bertagnoli, 1995). 

Later that year, however, the company planned to make an upgrade to the 

upgrade, one that customers would really notice: The words and pictures 

' In 1989 the initial systems were IBM PC2s networked with an AS400 and the cost was S45.000. By 
1992 they were 386-based machines and the cost was down to between $20-25K per store. Traditional POS 
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representing the food would be real, clear-as-a-bell photographs. "It's a big 

difference from colored squares," said Morian. "We -vvill have a problem with 

people drooling on the screen" (Bertagnoli, 1995). 

Not everyone at Arby's Inc., which manages and installs IT independently from 

its franchisees, was completely convinced, however, that consumer technology 

was tame enough to be released into public arms. Arby's is said to have been 

observing the self-serve trend closely but was being cautious about jiimping on 

the bandwagon. In May, 1995 it rolled out 150 point-of-sale touch-screen 

terminals to company-owned stores and planned to have 150 more out by 

October, 1995. The systems were designed to be used by either store clerks or 

customers, but initially, the fast- food company chose to keep the terminals 

facing their employees, not their patrons. 

In a PC Week article released only one week after the 1995 Restaurants & 

Institutions article in which Joe Morian waxed so optimistic. Matt Hale, director 

of restaurant systems at Arby's headquarters, in Ft. Lauderdale, Ra. is quoted as 

saying "It is possible that you could take this technology too far. You are 

supposed to be able to reduce labor [with it], but I don't know if the technology 

(emphasis added) is there yet," (Callaway & Shein, 1995). 

Hale went on to say, "A larger issue is that fast-food restaurants are designed 

around the concept of walking up to a clerk behind a counter, who is there to 

electronic cash register systems, by comparison, rarely exceeded S10-15K per store. 
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take an order. Introducing customer order entry into that environment could 

affect line flow, service, and sales". The article siunmed up by stating that 

ultimately. Hale needed to see proof of stronger customer acceptance of 

technologies in other companies before he wovild turn those terminals around. 

This soimds strikingly similar to the position that Dan Roddy of Taco Bell had 

come to in 1997. I have found no more mention in the literature of the Arby's 

experiments but other factors involving their difficulties in the hyper-competitive 

fast-food chain segment and the several changes of ownership by merger and 

acquisition in the last few years may have put the project on hold. 

What all of the above examples of explorations into what I call UD TPS (and most 

of the others I have found) have in common is that no one wants to be first and 

risk someone else adopting in a more effective manner. The stated concerns 

seem to center on customer acceptance of self-service while the unstated concern 

that, given that "trained" employees can have trouble with existing systems, that 

the general public just might not be up to the task at all, is just that, unstated. 

So, there is a question that must, at least, be asked before any examination of 

alternate HCI designs for UD TPS makes sense. 

An Essential Question 

If there have been only a very few a priori tests done using automated self-service 

ordering systems and most of those involved the employees being the actual users, how 
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are we to assess whether customers will even deal with such systems in numbers great 

enough to justify the necessary investment? 

I singled t±ie above question out for two reasons. One, it motivates the question 

that this dissertation seeks to answer. Two, while there is no sure answer to the 

question there is one very pertinent study whic±i does shed light on this issue. 

A Study of the Feasibility of Automated Fast-food Ordering 

In the February 1996 issue of the International Joiunal of Researc±i in Marketing 

P.A. Dabholkar published a study regarding alternative models of consumer 

evaluation of proposed "technology-based self-service options" (Dabholkar, 

1996). His intent was to discern whether an attribute based (cognitive) model of 

evaluation or an overall affect based model of evaluation more closely fit his 

subjects' formation of an expectation of service quality for a service they had not 

yet had actual experience of; aiitoinated ordering in a fast-food venue. He was also 

interested in validating the link between perceived quality and intent to use such 

a system. A third goal of the research, not directly relevant to this dissertation, 

was to investigate the impact of the situational factor waiting time on evaluation 

of quality, stated A scenario / survey approach was used, five himdred and five 

students were surveyed (Dabholkar makes the point, similar to my own, that 

students are a very plausible proxy for fast-food customers, unlike the roles they 

are often assigned in academic research of being upper level corporate decision 

makers), the results checked for realism of the manipulation and results and 

future directions were presented. 
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Some of the cognitive factors examined were expected speed of delivery, 

expected ease of use, expected enjoyment and expected control of the order 

process. Two affective factors were investigated; attiti.ide towards using 

technology aind need for interaction with a service employee. All of these factors 

are relevant to this dissertation and a variety of germane observations are 

contained within the study. 

The demographics of the study were as follows: 

46.5% Male, avg. age 24.8 
53.5% Female, avg. age 25.31 
Ordy 8.8% of the sample reported eating at fast-food oudets 1-2 per week., 57.6% 
ate 3-5 times per week and 33.6% reported eating fast-food 6-8 times per week. 

Sixt^^ nine percent of the sample said they would use a touch screen self-service 

order system; however, only 18 people out of the 505 surveyed had had any 

previous exposure to such a system (even this seems high considering the 

paucity of such systems but no additional data was related as regards these 

individuals). 

DabhoLkar found that his sample favored the attribute based model in forming 

evaluations of service quality (he states that the overall affect model is supported 

as well but added no additional explanatory power) and asserts that this is in Une 

with consumer decision making theory "wherein unfamiliarity with a situation 

encourages cognitive evaluation" (Dabholkar, 1996). For our purposes, though, 

we wish to understand both the attribute based thought process and that of the 
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overall affect model as we are concerned with whether or not consumers would 

accept such a technological intervention if they encoi.mtered it, not merely what 

they think about it in the abstract. 

Perceptions of service queility were strongly and positively correlated with 

intention to use across all of Dabholkar's treatment groups. Likewise, significant 

correlations were foimd between perception's of service quality and enjoyment 

of the experience and control in the process across all of Dabholkar's treatment 

groups. Ease of use was significantly correlated with perceived service quality 

where waiting times were long but not for low waiting times. Dabholkar does 

not address why this might be so but other research indicates that waiting time is 

the single highest correlate of satisfaction in actual fast-food restaurants and it 

could be that where the wait is short that effect swamps all others (Martin, 1995b; 

Rubinstein, 1998). 

Both the affect based factors, attitude toward technology (positively correlated) 

and need for interactions with service employee (negatively correlated), were 

significant across all treatments but the were not near as powerful as those from 

the attribute based model. 

Dabholkar concludes from all this that touch screen fast-food ordering would 

receive wide acceptance, at least with college student consumers. Also, he 

believes that ease of use is the crucial issue in terms of acceptance. And ease of 
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use of what are, in essence computer systems, is at the heart of what we study in 

HCI. 

AUTOMATING ORDER ENTRY FROM AN HCI PERSPECTIVE 

This then, is the foa.is of this dissertation. The question narrows to what we 

mean by ease of use and how we might best apply the traditional HCI 

perspective to provide the necessary ease of use in LTD TPS. Particularly, how do 

we present system objects and how do we conduct dialogue with the system? 

This is, however, getting ahead of ourselves. I will first have to explain why 

these partio-ilar aspects of HCI are worthy of cor\sideration in this context. 

Before we do i±iat, let me very briefly discuss the recent history of HCI and 

where my research lies within it. 

As stated briefly in the introduction, the notion of man interfacing with machines 

goes back to antiquity, at least to Plato. More recently, we have the thought of 

Vannevar Bush in the 1940s, J. C. R. Licklider in the 1960s and Alan Kay from the 

1970s on all contributing to the foundational notions of HCI. This discussion 

took place under a variety of rubrics with its earliest practical applications 

involving military systems (e.g., aircraft, radar controls, etc.) and was termed in 

that context human factors. Regardless of the label or context, what was 

common about the discussions/investigations was that they invariably dealt 

with expert users. The reason for this is not difficult to discern, the effort was 

only put forth in high resource environments, the systems were usually new and 

complex and it was anticipated that a high degree of training would go into 
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operating such systems. In other words, the users were all experts or would 

soon be and so one perspective to approach the problem from would be that of 

the expert user. This as opposed to traditional design of non-computer human 

artifacts where the design might be formal or ad hoc but where novice users had 

to be considered. 

UIs for Expert Users 

As the 1970s ended there were several nexuses of inquiring into HCI; notably 

SLurroi-mding Herb Simon at Carnegie Mellon and Douglas Englebart, Alan Kay, 

et. al., at SRI and Xerox PARC respectively, Ben Shneiderman at the University of 

Maryland as well as the work of military equipment designers from W.W.n on at 

various IX)D funded facilities 

One team of investigators, Stuart Card, Thomas Moran, and Herb Simon's oft 

time collaborator Allen Newell began in the late 1970s to do behavioral research 

on interface design. Inspired by advances in cognitive psychology that they felt 

would allow them to discuss and investigate areas of human experimental 

psychology (e.g., areas of human perception, performance, memory, problem 

solving, psycholinguistics, learning) in a more highly scientific manner than was 

the fashion at the time, they posited a highly structured albeit abstract 'Model 

Human Information Processor'. Grounded in the psychological thiriking of the 

day, and particularly Simon's work on cognition, the model described human 

This listing is not meant to be exhaustive in any sense and I mean no slight to other centers for such 
research, these are just some of the prominent names in HCI from this period 
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cognition, in terms of three subsystems: perceptual, motor and cognitive, each 

with its own memories and processors (Card et al., 1983). The perceptual 

subsystem deals wdth input from the senses. The motor subsystem both initiates 

volixntary muscle movement and the feedback from movement as well as 

dealing with invohmtary responses such as blinking. And the cognitive 

subsystem deals with ideation, the source of sensemaking of the perceptual 

subsystem inputs and activation of the motor subsystem. 

Their work in validating this model resulted in the milestone publication in 1983 

of The Psychology of Human-Computer Interaction which had implications for 

areas as far removed as menu structure and iconic vs. command Une based 

interface architectures. Their research was explicitly concerned with cognitive (as 

opposed to emotive or instinctual) behavior doing computer mediated tasks, 

users who were experts in the task domains, and expert users of systems 

(though they did have to engage in and track training in the prototype systems 

used in their experiments). Card states that their work bears on cognitively 

oriented tasks rather than motivational or personality related tasks not because 

these are inconsequential issues but rather because they don't map well to the 

cognitive 'Model Human Information Processor'. 

Their resultant G.O.M.S. (Goals, Operators, Methods & Selections) methodology 

has been very successfi.il in predicting expert performance in terms of speed of 

task performance as well as offering design guidelines for systems related to 

largely cognitive, expert tasks. The G.O.M.S. model has in turn sparked a 
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remarkable amotint of research in the HCI arena, in particxilar in the 

experimented area but mostly aimed at largely cognitive tasks. This whole 

branch of HCI inquiry has been mucli less interested as regards novice users or 

tasks involving emotive and behavioral aspects. 

This topic bears directly on interfaces for retail processing systems for several 

reasons. First, because all users must, it can be argued, be considered novices to 

start, it is \'ital for the successful implementation of UD TPS in retail settings that 

they be able to easily interact with the system. Secondly, whether this is true in 

any given siti.iation or not, it will, certainly be true that if customers are often 

repeat customers that they won't stay novices for long. The interface which may 

be ideal for a beginner may be helpful to the point of tedium and, consequently, 

painfully slow for the experienced user; a threat to ongoing acceptance. So, an 

interface which will be successful in this venue will accommodate both first time 

and expert users; first time users because if the first impressions are too averse 

there won't be second impressions, experts for the reasons just stated above. 

Lastly, in our illustrative domain, fast-food ordering, while there is certainly a 

cognitive task component for many of the user attributes being studied (i.e., user 

time to place order, amoimt ordered and error rate) there are also behavioral 

aspects that have an impact. People order more when hungrier and presentation 

of menu items may affect that. People may have a greater emotional investment 

in procuring food than in processing word documents and, given a state of 

urgency, may deal less well with distractions like personalization. If any of this 

class of concerns is legitimate then a user centered approach with the novice or 
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naive user in mind is more liable to lead to successful implementation than a 

purely cognitive approach to human decision making. 

UIs for Hungry Novices 

Clearly then, the HCI perspective on the novice has important bearing on the 

study at hand as well. Much of the discourse on the subject of expert and novice 

users is couched in the perspective of workers at an organization where certain 

inducements can be brought to bear (i.e., training can be mandated so as to 

acclimate the user to the system). This is clearly not the case with a vohmtary 

system such as is envisioned in this dissertation's perspective. 

Where the user's voluntary adoption of the system is critical, such as to a retail 

fast-food organization's sales success, the interface must first be usable by, as a-

baseline, school age children with practically no prior training. This is, in effect, 

what is meant here as a novice user. 

The introduction of the ATM in the banking industry is illustrative. While not 

aimed at school age children, when ATMs were first introduced the general 

banking public had very little experience operating computer input devices and 

were apprehensive about doing so in the context of dealing with their money. 

Banks wound up having to employ people to attend customers in bank lobbies 

and walk them through the procedure (Hatta & liyama, 1991; Lubove, 1997). 

This approach illustrates the challenges to design for ease of use and may well be 
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cautionarv in terms of what wall be needed in retail UD TPS in order for J 

acceptance to bmld. 

While the challenges of designing for novice users have been frequently 

acknowledged in the HCI research literati-ire their emergence as a topic of 

investigation is more recent. Notable discussants excepting this would have to 

include, for starters, Don Norman and Ben Shneiderman. 

Norman's continuing contribution is several faceted. With respect to novice 

users his model of the performance of a task is particiilarly relevant. He specifies 

1) establishing a goal; 2) forming an mtention; 3) spedfymg an action sequence; 

4) executing the action; 5) percei\'ing the system state; 6) interpreting the state; 

and, 7) evaluating the system state with respect to the goals and intentions. He 

refers to steps 1-4 as the "Gulf of Execution" in that UI will facilitate these steps to 

a greater or lesser degree and to steps 5-7 as the "Gulf of Evaluation" in that the 

system wiU provide feedback on actions taken to a greater or lesser degree 

(Norman & Draper, 1986). While not a quantitative or prescriptive model 

Norman's approach dictates considerations that would be applicable when 

designing for novice users. His seminal work "The Psychology of Everyday 

Things" and its follow on work "The Design of Everyday Things" deal with the 

concept of affordances" (intuitive system objects whose appearance suggests 

their use) for system interaction and is invaluable, as well, as resource for what 

" For a more detailed discussion of affordances refer to Norman's website. 
"http://www.jnd.org/dn.mss/affordances-and-design.html". 

http://www.jnd.org/dn.mss/affordances-and-design.html
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not to do when designing for novice users (by use of example, not by 

misdirection). Norman is also one of the earlier advocates of user centered 

design; a concept implicit as a motivation for this dissertation. By this I mean, the 

point of the investigation is the use the target population of the system to 

determine system requirements. 

Like Norman, Ben Shneiderman has been working in the areas of the cognition 

and HCI since the late 60's. He is a strong proponent of the ease of use principal 

and the father of the term "direct manipulation". By direct manipulation 

Shneiderman means that the system will present system objects in a manner that 

they may be interacted with "Directly"; topically through the use of a pointing 

device such as a mouse or touch screen. This bears directly on system design for 

UD TPS as, regardless of whether dialogs will be personalized or system objects 

graphically or textually represented, the system will allow direct interaction if 

not, at this stage of development, manipulation. 

While there are countless books and articles, and no doubt coimtless 

dissertations, regarding HCI design principles, mucli of what I base my research 

questions upon derives from the concepts put forth by these two gentlemen in 

the context of designing for novice users. The intention of my study was to look 

at the problem of designing a UD TPS in a user centered fashion, i.e, to collect 

user responses from the experiment to inform design. There are a constellation 

of HCI considerations which could all be properly addressed as regards this task. 

In addition to the challenges of designing for novices as well as experts, a system 
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designed for the general public would have to deal with the varying capabilities 

of yoving and old, bilingual or foreign speaking poptilations, challenged 

popLilations (e.g., hearing and sight impaired, hearing impaired alone accoimting 

for 3% of the general popLilation) and Luxfortunately, those in the population that 

are not literate. The class of systems that I am interested in acti.ially has what I 

believed to be beneficial aspects for all of these realms. However, the motivation 

for this initial study was to investigate facets of HCI design that bore more 

directly on ctistomer acceptance. 

Therefore, what I have chosen to study is how the system objects are 

represented at the interface would affect time to order, amount of order and 

error rate and therefor organizational as well as customer acceptance and 

whether or not it is beneficial to acceptance to personalize system dialogs. Both 

factors are relevant in terms of both ease of use (customer acceptance) and 

furthering organizational objectives (competitive advantage). I specifically mean 

that I wish to discern the impacts of differing levels of personalization and 

depiction of system objects on speed of order, the amount of order and accuracy 

of ordering. These concerns are congruent with the most current marketing 

thought on self-ser\ace ordering provided by technology. 

In the July, 2000 volume of the Journal of Marketing an article appeared entitled 

"Self-Service Technologies: Understanding Customer Satisfaction with 

Technology-Based Service Encounters". A survey of a thousand respondents 

who had had experience with what the authors term "SST" (Self-Service 
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Technologies) was used to conduct a critical incident analysis. The reviewed 

literature on service marketing is very similar to my own. The results were 

classified into satisfying and dissatisfying experiences vis' a vis traditional human 

mediated transactions. The number one component (30%) in the distribution of 

satisfying incidents was saving time. The ability to avoid service personnel 

accotrnted for 3% of the positive responses (as the majority of the respondents 

were basing their response on internet interactions this might be different in 

other contexts such as fast-food). Major dissatisfactions were technology failure 

at 43% and poor design at 36%. While the study was within the marketing 

disapUne they specifically mentioned interfaces and arguably this is what 

respondents referred to when complaining about poor design (Meuter, Ostrom, 

Roi.mdtree, & Bitner, 2000). In their conclusion the authors stated their belief that 

the customer's perceived role as regards SST would be pivotal in SST acceptance 

and specifically mentioned the need for investigation regarding the extent to 

which the system mimicked human affect. For this study we will consider the 

design of system objects and dialogs as components of mimicked human affect. 

THE CONCEPT OF DIALOG 

In the classic reference to HCI, "Readings in Human-Computer Interaction a 

Multidisciplinary Approach" and the updated version "Readings in Human-

Computer Interaction: Toward the Year 2000" when the editors introduce their 

chapter on interaction styles and techniques by overviewing the plethora of 

interactive styles they go on to organize the discussion in terms of dialog style 

(Baecker, 1995; Buxton & Baecker, 1987). 
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While the mbric of interaction is essential to the concept of dialog, what I ana 

diso-issing here is a mi.indane usage of the word; while it is concerning 

interaction when I write about dialog I additionally mean dialog in the everyday 

sense of a human to human conversation. In the sense that Becker and Buxton 

use the word dialog, the closest analogi-ie to my meaning is the menu systems 

described as "Menu Systems, in which the user issues commands by selecting in 

sequence choices from among a menu of displayed alternatives" (Btixton & 

Baecker, 1987). Specifically, for purposes of this investigation, I am referring 

basically to the content of the menu labels. The content can either be generic or 

personalized to the individual, terse polite or formal. 

With the advent of the Internet with all its opportimities for commercialization; 

the idea of personalization has become very an currant. It is possible, given a 

person's identity, to incorporate a strategy of generating menus with specific 

marketing goals. This strategy typically does address the subject of familiarity as 

part of the approach. From my research in studies related to these venues it is 

just assumed that this is appropriate (Kramer, Joseph, Noronha, & Vergo, 2000; 

Riecken, 2000). Little actual research, however, has been done to support this 

and so, this is a partial focus of my investigation. Put another way, I believe it is 

plausible that an effective set of marketing alternatives may be undermined by 

an ineffective conversational style in the menus. 
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THE CONCEPT OF PERSONALIZATION IN DIALOG 

The concept of personalization as it is used in the marketing literature was 

discussed earlier in this section. The concept has been dealt with much less in the 

HCI literature. Only recently have references to personalization and the related 

concept of relationships become more common in discussions of user interface 

design. Typical and pertinent is the journal article in the August 2000 issue of the 

Commx-mications of the ACM entitled "A User-Centered Design Approach to 

Personalization". Here the atithors state "Features classified as personalization 

are wide ranging, from simple display of the end user's name on a web page, the 

complex catalog navigation and product customization based on the models of 

users needs and behaviors (Kramer et al., 2000)." 

The more complex issues of personalization referenced above faU under the 

rubric of profiling. This context is implicit in the system I am investigating as, in 

order for the system to evidence what Surprenant refers to as superficial 

personalization (superficial personalization is defined in the citation as analogous 

to friendliness and contrasted with higher levels of personalization; helpfulness 

and advice, respectively), it must capture at least name information from the 

user (Surprenant & Solomon, 1985). Given there is a mechanism for this it is 

likely that the system would capture other profile information and nrught well, in 

sophisticated applications, tailor the offerings based on such a profile. The 

question I am interested in here, however, is whether the rather simpler function 
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of simply referring to the user by name in the dialogs has, by itself, an effect on 

how quickly and how much is ordered. 

The reasoning that motivates superficial personalization is apparent; designers 

believe that users will feel that the machine, as an extension of the organization, 

knows them and cares about tliem if it addresses them by name and with the 

usual conventions of human to htiman dvil speech and thus wiU not feel that 

dealing with the machine de-humanizes them or degrades the quality of service. 

There are both rationales and some evidence to the contrary. As people deal 

with more and more systems that include profiling as part of their functionality 

the inclusion of superficial personalization sometimes alerts them to the fact that 

they are being tracked and invokes a feeling of violation (Riecken, 2000). This 

would probably be more manifest in a situation where the tracking did not 

obviously provide the users added value; i.e, the system might offer a discount 

to a volume user and in this case the user could easily discemed the benefits. 

Absent this, superficial personalization may be perceived or as more threat than 

benefit. 

In an environment where speed is of the essence, such as fast-food, anything that 

slows the ordering process may be seen from the organizational point of view as 

a downside. For this reason alone it is of interest to discover whether 

personalization has an impact on speed of ordering. One explanation for 

personalization (modeled as politeness, friendliness) impacting speed of 
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interaction is implicit in the diso-ission of the design of system prompts for a 

Census Btu-eau automated phone system. The authors of this stiidy felt that 

inclusion of politeness made the system interrogative prompts more open ended 

inviting a wider range of response and thus slowing overall length of interaction 

(Hansen, Novick, & Sutton, 1996). 

Slowing of user response might, as well, be a consequence of behavioral 

response on the user's part or might impose additional cognitive load on the 

user; this second concern will be elaborate in the discussion of system object 

representation soon to follow. 

Finally, it is possible that people just do not like to have machines use their 

names. There is some data to suggest that this is true. In the previously 

referenced articles on ATMs and personalization in the banking business this is 

just what the study results suggested (Bateson, 1985; Surprenant & Solomon, 

1985). 

This, then, is the motivation for the inclusion of superficial personalization as one 

of my two independent variables in this study. 

THE CONCEPT OF GFIAPHICAL RICHNESS IN DIALOG 

The object of interest here is the representation of the system objects (for sale) 

presented in association with the menu dialog; i.e., are textual or iconic 
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representations (and in future studies the effects of full motion video and audio 

presentations) more effective in terms of time of order, amount of order and 

user error rates. 

Effective has several implications here. We are interested in whether the 

interface is effective from the user's point of view in terms of cognitive 

processing load; another perspective would be from the point of view of an 

enjoyable experience. These are asymmetrical considerations because of the 

different goals of the participants in the organization's cormotations of 

effectiveness; i.e., while both parties might be interested in a speedy transaction 

the perceived speed given an enjoyable experience might be the primary criteria 

a customer might use in assessing a system. An organization would likewise be 

very interested in the customer enjoying the experience (and hence returning) 

but objective speed and associated throughput of customers might be the 

dominant perspective from an organization's point of view. 

The rationale for investigating textual versus graphical (iconic) representation of 

system objects (menu items) is several fold. All the previously cited exemplars of 

UD TPS have evolved towards graphical representation as computing 

technology has evolved to support ever richer graphical representation. 

However, nowhere in my reading have I encotintered a theoretical basis for this 

design decision. It is usucilly either explicitly or implicitly assumed that richer 

representation is, in some sense, superior. While this may or may not be 

founded, there is ample evidence that humans deal with food in a multi-sensory 
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manner. Children can identify food and respond to it's presence before they can 

speak let alone read/" A manner of representation of the system objects that 

has had both a cognitive component and a visucd component may be more 

compelling as well as involve less semantic distance (disci-issed next) in terms of 

ease of ordering. 

COGNITIVE PROCESSING LOAD AND WORKING MEMORY 

Related to the concepts of personalization and graphical richness of dialog is the 

concept of cognitive processing load and its relationship to task performance. 

The act of ordering, whether by a clerk or customer is cognitive task (though I 

have argued here that there is also a behavioral/organic component as well, 

particularly from the ci.istomer's point of view). 

The concept of cognitive load is one of the foundational concepts of cognitive 

science, going back at least the early 1950s. Cognitive load is the concept that 

people have a finite capacity to consider and make decisions regarding the world 

around them and that different stimuli and tasks impose different cognitive 

loads; if cognitive load capacity is exceeded both increased time to complete task 

and increased error rate are observed (Huguenard, Lerch, Junker, Patz, & Kass, 

1997) (Card et al., 1983; Card & Poison, 1990). From the very beginning of HCI 

as a discrete area of study it has likewise been fundamental (Card et al., 1983; 

Clearly the sense of smell, and. of course, taste are involved as well but that is beyond the focus of the 
present study. 
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Card & Poison, 1990). Ordering in a fast-food restaurant is, in part, a cognitive 

task. 

While the concept of cognitive load has evolved over the years it was and is 

based on the idea of working memory which has it's roots in Miller's famous 

1956 article the "Magical" niunber seven plus or minus two. It is an abstract 

theory of human information processing and memory; abstract because none of 

the family of cogrutive science theories are firmly grounded in the particulars of 

organic brain function but instead attempt to model and predict the outputs of 

cognition based on functional theories of unseen interior processes. 

Nonetheless, cognitive theories have shown great power to predict human 

information outcomes; observe the accurate predictive power of Fitt's Law or 

the time and accuracy predictions obtained using the G.O.M.S. model (Bovair, 

Kietras, & Poison, 1990; Card et al., 1983; Card & Poison, 1990; Poison, 1987; 

Poison & Lewis, 1990). 

The concept of working memory basically states that cognition requires that 

antecedent information be immediately available for decision making and that 

the observed range of human capacity to store this information averages seven 

items (or chunks) plus or minus two (Miller, 1956). 

This theory was extended by Waugh and Norman (the same Don Norman 

previously mentioned) to posit memory slots from which chunks can be lost 

over time either through decay or displacement by new chunks (Waugh & 
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Norman, 1965). Later theoretical enhancements suggested that working 

memory itself was composed of systems and subsystems acting as controllers 

and specialized memory stores for an articulatory loop (which stores 

information for immediate response) and a visual-spatial sketchpad for holding 

proximal representations of distal images. This woi.ild seem to be the variant of 

the this class of theories most applicable to the study at hand. 

Regardless of the theoretical components the overall storage capacity still seems 

to be the same as Miller observed. In terms of the research at hand this implies 

that the fast-food customer has to store information regarding the state of the 

system (s)he is interacting with as well as task response information; all in an 

environment where displacement due to the distractions of a public place are 

likely. Displacement was an essential component of Miller's original working 

memory theory and the Waugh and Norman extensions. Basically, the idea is 

that chunks in working memory leave either through decay or displacement. 

Working memory is conceived of as short term memory; an item in working 

memory is there for seconds to minutes at most. As time goes on the items 

decay unless they are re-activated by new stimulation or rehearsal (basically self 

stimulation). The other way they depart is if a stronger stimulus places a new 

item in working memory displacing or decaying older items. 

In any event less accessible chunks require more processing time as they require 

re-activation before usage. They are reacquired either by re-stimulation or 

retrieval from another posited memory structure; long term memory. What is 
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essential here is that any degradation of access to the needed chunks for 

execiiting an order is theorized to delay the process. 

This has implications for both time to order in the present study as 

personalization may take up additional working memory thereby increasing 

time to order. Likewise, error rates may be impacted. 

ACTION IDENTIFICATION THEORY AND INPUT SEMANTIC DISTANCE 

In Lai Kim and Izak Benbasat's 1996 study on interface style and user 

performance they apply the theory of action identification to modify Norman's 

"Gi.ilf of Execution" framework. Action identification theory, as interpreted by 

Lim and Benbasat, states that persons can think about activities (tasks) at 

different levels. Lower levels deal with the mechanics of how things are done; 

higher levels with the overall goal. When both low- and high-level action 

identities are available there is a tendency for high-level identities to be dominant 

but that that can change when cognitive load requirements of lower-level 

activities interrupt. They use this understanding to modify Norman's "Gulf of 

Execution" to what they call "Input Semantic Distance"; the idea is that "the closer 

the system's language is to the way a user naturally formulates a goal, the less 

[cognitive] effort will be reqxiired to leam and use the system, i.e., the semantic 

distance is minimized" (Kim & Benbasat, 1996). 
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This bears on the concept of graphical richness in that a graphical representation 

of fast-food menu items is more natural than a texti.ial representation; visual 

identification of food is pre-verbal in fact. It seems that a graphical 

representation shovild lower overall cognitive load and result in quicker 

ordering. 

In respect to the putative relation between time to order and personalization the 

same theoretical foundation applies. In this case it is not the change in action 

identification level that is affected but the potential that using the customer's 

name is a disturbance and causes a displacement in working memory and that 

reacquisition of lost chunks will require additional time. 

The general questioris raised: how questions of degree of personalization (in the 

case of this study the presence or absence of personalization) and the degree of 

graphical richness (in the case of this study textual representation or iconic 

representation) effect time to order, amount of order and error associated with 

order in the context of cognitive load and action identification theory lead 

directly to the hypotheses to be tested in the study. The next section wiU present 

those hypotheses. 
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in. HYPOTHESES 

The following is a description of the hypotheses that were tested. 

HI. Subjects using a personalized interface wiU take more time to 

complete their order than will subjects using a non-personalized interface. 

It is expected that both the cognitive load imposed by cognitive processing of the 

polite forms and more importantly, the organic response (i.e, the potential 

displacement in working memory of needed information) to being addressed by 

name will require extra time to process and so slow down ordering. To 

elaborate in terms of action identification theory, the intent to get food would be 

the high level goal. Placing an order would be a lower level goal (and usually the 

task level in traditional venues). Dealing with the system would be the lowest 

level activity. Were the system familiar it would place Little cognitive processing 

load on the overall task but when initially encountered it may well cause a 

descent in the action identification hierarchy imposing a constraint on working 

memory. Any additional displacement or decay would lead to a slow down and 

it is hypothesized that personalization will cause displacement. 

H2. Subjects using a text-based interface will take more time to complete 

an order when than when using an icon-based interface. 
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It is expected that a text-based representation of menu items will require more 

cognitive processing due to the greater input semantic distance than a graphical 

(iconic) representation. This will result in the user shifting to a lower level of 

action identification with the possibility of chtmk displacement as well; both 

potentially increasing time to order. 

H3. There will be a larger amoLmt of food ordered when using the 

graphically richer interface than when using the text-based interface. 

This hypothesis is used to investigate the industry presumption that graphical is 

better as well as the notion that low^er input semantic distance of the graphical 

interface woi.ild make it easier to order and the multi-sensory aspect of human 

perception of food would make it more appealing to order resulting in greater 

per customer sales. 

H4: Subjects using the text-based interface will make more errors than 

when using the graphical interface. 

Again, as with hypothesis H2, it is expected that a text-based interface will 

impose more cognitive processing than a graphical representation, thus 

displacing key processing chunks and inviting error. 

H5: Subjects using the personalized interface will make more errors than 

when using the non-personalized interface. 
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Again, as with hypothesis HI, it is expected that a personalized interface will 

impose more cognitive processing than a non-personalized interface, tlius 

displacing key processing chunks and inviting error. 

The next section will address the methodology used to test these hypotheses. 
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IV. METHOD 

SLIBJECTS 

General Background 

Fifty Lindergraduate students in Management Information Systems participated 

for course credit. There were 32 males (64%), and the average age of the 

stLidents was 22 years. On average, subjects reported they had an average of 3-5 

years computer experience. They were judged as a group to be comfortable with 

computers in general and with typical end user applications, but had little 

programming experience. Of the 50 subjects, 18 (36%) had previously worked in 

restaurants and 7 (14%) had worked in fast food restaurants. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

The experiment was a 2 (superficial personalization vs. no personalization) X 2 

(iconic vs. text-based graphics) factorial design. Superficial personalization was 

manipulated by addressing the subjects by their preferred name (previously 

captured by the system in an on-line pre-treatment demographic survey) and 

using formally polite sentence structures (e.g., 'Tlease", "Thank You"). Neither 

preferred name or polite sentence structures were used in the non-personalized 

condition. Graphical richness was operationalized as icons in the rich graphical 

condition and as text in the non-rich condition. Ulustratioris of all four treatment 

ceUs are included in the Appendix A. 
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SOFTWARE PROGRAM 

The experiment was conducted on a Power Macintosh® 8500/133 set up in a 

personal office. The software platform for the experiment was the Apple ® 

HyperCard® system; a system commonly used for rapid prototyping of 

multimedia projects. 

HyperCard® is a very flexible, somewhat object-oriented mi.iltimedia system that 

allows the passing of events through an object hierarchy; this feature was used 

to capture errors resulting from clicking in inappropriate areas of the screen as 

the event would pass to higher level objects with capture routines if the subject 

did not dick on the appropriate screen area. HyperCard®'s database functions 

were used to capture the time and screen location of all mouse cHck events 

during the course of each experimental treatment. All data collected was then 

exported in a format congruent with a Filemaker Pro® database to store the data 

and prepare it for export to SAS ® statistical analysis software. 

PILOT STUDY 

A pilot study was conducted to test the instrument and assess probable sample 

parameters. The primary emphasis was on determining the ease of use of the 

test instrument and looking for problem areas in the interaction. It was first 

determined that the written instructions alone were not adequate to insure that 

subjects could participate in the experiment without errors. As a result, a tutorial 

was added where an animated example with additional descriptive text was 

played for the subject showing her or him the function of each of the four panes 
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in the screen (see Appendix B for illustrations of the interaction panes.) Based on 

these results, subjects were given on hovu: to complete the demographic survey 

(used to capture personalization and control variables), order their food, and 

answer post-stLidy questions. 

TASK AND PROCEDURES 

The administrator initialized the instrument for each run, assigning the subject an 

identifying number. Subjects in all treatments were then first greeted and 

assured that all data from the experiment woLild be kept confidential. They were 

seated comfortably at the experiniental station and, when settled, started on an 

on-line survey (by clicking a screen button marked "Start") that collected a 

variety of demographic data, as well as questions related to computer 

experience, fast-food experience, and their degree of computer anxiety and 

current state of hunger. Upon conclusion of the survey the system prompted 

the subject to notify the experiment administrator whereupon the subject v/as 

given a set of printed instruction to read (see Appendix C). 

The subject was asked in the printed iristructions to indicate when s(he) had 

completed reading the instructions and to indicate if s(he) had any questions 

regarding the instructions. If there were questions they were resolved. 

Following this, subjects began the experiment. 
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Following a short tutorial that showed them how the system would work, 

subjects were shown the introductory order screen which had the "Begin Order" 

button visible- Subjects would click on that button to laLinch the order and create 

the initijil time stamp in the system. The first menu choice offered was that of 

one or two hamburgers or a beverage. After an item was ordered, subjects 

woi.dd confirm the order by clicking on a Confirm Order button (e.g.. Confirm 

Burger Options). The amoi.m.t of food ordered was displayed in the lower left 

pane of the screen (See Appendices A and B). If a food item (i.e, hamburger) was 

selected, the next screen woi,ild display additional choices for garnishing the 

hamburger(s), followed by a choice of a beverage (coke or 7-up). If only a drink 

was ordered, the next screen wotild confirm that order (after submitting it). The 

subjects were then told on the screen that the experiment was over. Upon 

conclusion of the order, the subjects were notified that their order was complete. 

The screen presented the ordered menu items (burgers, drinks, etc.) and the total 

cost of the order. 

Upon completing the experiment, they then filled out a survey answering 

questions about their ordering experience. In all treatment conditions, the 

semantics of the menu choices were identical. The only variation was in the 

presence or lack of superficial personalization and the presence or absence of 

graphically rich system objects. Confirirung the last order created a time stamp 

indicating the end of the trarisaction. 
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MEASURES 

Dependent Variables 

The time it took to order the menu items was derived from subtracting the initial 

time stamp from the final times tamp. The system captured the time and screen 

location of every click the subject made in the interim. Any click outside of the 

prescribed area of interaction was recorded as an error. During the experiment, 

no subject made more than one error. The amoi.mt of order was calculated from 

the system output by adding all confirmed orders for each subject. 

Self reported measures of level of hunger and computer arixiety at the beginning 

of each treatment condition were collected using an 11-point Likert scale. For 

hunger the anchors were 0= 'TSfot at all", 10 = "Ravenous". For computer anxiety 

the anchors were 0= "Not at all", 10 = "Very". 
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V. RESULTS 

Descriptive statistics are displayed in Table 5-1. 

Std. 
Variable Name Mean Dev. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

1. Personalization 
(l=yes, 0-no) .55 .50 1.00 

2. Graphical Richness 
(l=iconic, 0=text) .56 .50 .03 1.00 

3. Time Co order 44.71 16.75 .32' -.17 1.00 
4. Dollar amount 

of order 2.58 1.31 .21 -.23 .51** 1.00 
5. Number of errors .18 .39 .00 -.11 .01 -.07 1.00 
6. Hunger 4.94 2.76 .17 -.43*-' .42** .62** -.11 1.00 

7. Computer anxiety- 4.06 3.10 -.14 -.10 .29* -.03 -.0 .04 
<" .01, 'p c .05 

TABLE 5-1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

As expected, time to order is positively correlated with personalization (r=.34, 

p<.05). Personalization results in a greater time to order. Time to order and 

dollar amount are positively correlated (r=.51, /7<.01). The longer the time it took 

to order, the more subjects spent. In addition, himger is also correlated with 

time to order (r=.62, p<.01) and dollar amount (r=.42, p<.01), suggesting that the 

hungrier subjects were, the more time they spent ordering and the more money 

they spent as weU. Htinger is also negatively correlated with graphical richness 

(r=-.43, p<.Ql). Interestingly, subjects who reported that they were anxious 

about computers took more time ordering (r=.29, p<.05). 

Based on these results, I first ran a regression analysis on time using hunger and 

computer anxiety as control variables. The results of the regression are 

presented in Table 5-2. 
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Dependent Variable = Time g. Beta 

Hunger 
Computer Anxiety-
Personalization 
Graphical Richness 

2 .23 
1.32 
7 .50 
.20 

.37* 

.25 + 

.23 + 

.01 .30' 

Note. The standardized betas are presented. 
*p < .05, +p < .10 

TABLE 5-2 REGRESSION ON TIME TO ORDER 

The results show that when htinger and computer anxiety are controlled for, 

personalization is a sigriificant predictor of time to order (|3=.23, p<.07). It 

suggests that when subjects were addressed by their name and addressed using 

polite conventions in menu dialogs, it took an average of 10 extra seconds to 

attend to that personalized information. Graphical richness had no effect on time 

to order. 

I then ran a regression analysis on dollar amount using hunger as a control 

variable. The results of the regression are presented in Table 5-3. The resLilts 

reveal that when himger is controlled, neither personalization nor graphical 

richness predicts dollar amount. 

Dependent Variable = Amount g peta R? 

Hunger 2.23 .61** 
Personalization 7.50 .10 
Graphical Richness .20 . 03 .39** 

Wote. The standardized betas are presented. 
**p < .01 *p < .05, +p < .10 

TABLE 5-3 ElEGRESSION ON DOLLAR AMOUNT 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

There was partial support for my hypotheses. The first hypothesis, that time to 

order would be greater in the personalized treatments, was partially supported. 

Subjects using a personalized interface took more time to complete their order 

than subjects using a non-personaHzed interface. These findings support the idea 

espoused by Lim cind Benbasat, based on Action Identification tlieory, that 

disturbances in low level activities such as inputting the order may bring lower 

the dominant cognitive processing level (Lim & Benbasat, 1996). This would 

happen as a consequence of memory chunks vital to task completion being 

displayed by name and politeness information. Of course, having subjects spend 

more cognitive time foci.ising on their name and polite language may be 

something o-istomers like. Alternatively, if it takes too much time, it may not be 

viewed favorably by management, or by other waiting customers. In this study, 

we did not ask subjects whether they liked being referred to by their name. 

Nevertheless, there is a tradeoff between using a personal name, because 

customers may like it, and speed of transaction. That this has vital implications 

for system design is supported by a host of marketing literatoire; most recently 

the Meuter et. al. 2000 Journal of Marketing article finding "saved time" as the 

greatest overall factor in customer evaluations of self-service as satisfying 

(Meuter et al., 2000). Since the tradeoff exists this an area of future research may 

be to see how personalized and non-personalized interfaces impact customer 

satisfaction. 
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There was no support for the second hypothesis, based as well on Action 

Identification theory, that a text-based interface wotild result in longer times to 

order. The regression analysis does not support my hypothesis that subjects 

using a text-based interface will take more time to complete an order than when 

using the graphically richer icon-based interface. It may be that the relatively 

short time to complete the task (overall mean of 45 seconds) was simply too 

short an interval to reveal cognitive processing differences for text versus 

graphical presentations though this was not true for the question of personalized 

versus non personalized treatments previously discussed. One possibility for 

this is that there may be a magnitude difference in, one the one hand, the 

positive (shortening) effect on time to order provided by the naturalness of the 

representation (less), and, on the other hand the disturbance effect introduced by 

personalization (greater). 

It may also be the case that there was a very constrained set of menu choices 

available to subjects and that given this the task was acquired so easily that 

naturalness effects didn't have enough impact to show up. Future research may 

require a larger menu of food items. This will consequently increase the amount 

of time to order, as well as increase the variability of time, and give more 

opportunity for the differential effects of naturalness of representation to exhibit 

themselves. 

There was also no support for graphical richness on the cost of the order, as 

expected in the third hypotheses. The lack of findings related to amount of order 
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is probably due to the fact that menu items and amotmts were quite limited. The 

dollar amount ranged from 50 cents to $5.00. Given tliat hunger was highly 

correlated with dollar amount, it accoimted for most of the variance. Hungry 

people ordered more food. Future research may want to ensure that all subjects 

are equally htrngry prior to ordering. First, while it is to be assumed that 

customers of a fast-food restaurant will be hungry there may still be discemable 

levels of customer hunger on arrival and different levels of hunger might 

interact differently with the factors currently under study. This would suggest 

that future investigations might use degree of hunger as a blocking factor 

(perhaps in the way that doctors do when administering physicals by requesting 

that subjects not eat solid foods for x number of hours before sampling.) Also, it 

would have been interesting to see if the - various treatments differentially 

affected himger level in a pre-test / post-test sense; this question was not asked 

after the treatment and but should be in future studies. 

There was no support for a relationship between errors and personalization or 

graphical richness (or the control variable, computer anxiety), as anticipated in 

the hypotheses four and five. This was probably due to the fact that subjects did 

not have many errors during the brief time they had to order (mean=45 

seconds). Again, the task may well have been so easily acquired (the low error 

rate seems to suggest this) and have so few chances for errors to take place that 

the gross level of memory displacement needed to actually cause a false task 

action were constrained-
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Finally, the finding that time to order was positively correlated with the amount 

of money spent on food (r=.51, p<.01) is problematic for the fast food industry. 

You want customers to spend money, but to do so qmckly. Presently, a 

pervasive strategy in the fast food industry is to bimdle products together 

making it possible to effectively order several products simultaneously and 

quickly. For example, McDonald's "Happy Meals" or "Combo Meals" allow 

customers to order a large number of items quickly. Future research may want 

to consider what impact on the design of the interface display bundled items 

would have in terms of time to order £ind amount of order, as well as how they 

would be represented (e.g., a group of icons elsewhere exhibited individually or 

a different icon altogether or some blend of the two strategies). 

LIMITATIONS 

There were a number of limitations to the study, most of them offer avenues for 

future research in addition to those already mentioned, some are purely artifacts 

of the research design and application of treatments. 

One Limitation of this study is that there were a relatively small number of 

subjects and their and they were not equally balanced to the treatment cells. I 

think all experimenters prefer larger to smaller sample sizes; the difficulty of 

obtaining subjects without recruiting them in a way that further biases the 

sample makes procurement difficult. It should be noted in the same vein that 

these subjects were a self-selected sample as well, as they were the ones from my 

classes who volunteered. While I have no reason for assuming that they were 
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different in kind in any way that impacted the study, there is no way to no for 

sure. On the other hand the sample demographics did indicate that they were 

actual fast-food customers and representative of a desirable segment of that 

market. 

There was no support for the hypotheses related to amount of food ordered. 

Graphical richness of the presentation did not affect how much the subjects spent 

on food- This could be a result of the restricted range of options of the 

interaction; $.50 to $5.00. Perhaps, too, the iconic representations were not as 

appealing when compared to the texti.ial treatment which may have weakened 

the effect. One possibility for future research would be to re-work these 

representations to be more compelling and to produce an instrument with a 

wider range of choices to allow the effects of representation to exliibit 

themselves. Other avenues for future research follow. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

This study supported the hypothesis of a relationship between the 

personalization treatment and increased time to order. Perhaps a stronger effect 

would be produced if only hungry subjects were included (six of the subjects in 

this study ordered only a beverage; their average hunger on an 11 point scale 

was 2.6 versus an average of 4.9 in the sample as a whole). Subjects' 

appointments could be schedule before lunch time with a pre-test question 

asking how hungry they are on a scale of 1-7 to insure a higher and less variable 

level of himger. 
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The complex natxire of user-directed transaction processing systems in retail 

environments may be more appropriately studied in the field. This would have 

been very difficidt to do for any but the most rudimentary types of transactions 

just a few years ago (e.g., bank ATMs, service station self-service) but new 

systems are now emerging. 

As explained earlier, the design of UD TPS vary greatly. One idea may be to 

catalogue the various design options and investigate their use in situ. In the 

process, data could also be collected on differences between novice an expert 

users, or between youthful and elderly users, or how such systems affect 

handicapped users, multi-lingual populatioris, etc. Another idea may be to 

interview users, managers, and designers involved in user-directed self-service. 

In view of the likely continuing spread of UD TPS, the great variety of design 

even within individual categories and the meaningful differences in satisfaction 

begirming to be observed with various systems, there should be a great number 

of opportunities to study and find ways to improve these systems for end users 

and organizations alike. 
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VII. APPENDICES 

The following appendices are provided to graplTically illustrate various 

components of the treatment applications. Appendix A contains screen shots 

contrasting the four treatments. Appendix B is a display of the four interface 

panes themselves from the tutorial sequence and Appendix C contains the 

Experimental Instructions provided subjects at the start of the experiment-
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES ILLUSTRATING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NON-PERSONALIZED AND PERSONALIZED. 
TEXTUAL AND ICONIC TREATMENTS 

Appendix A, figiares VIII - 1 through VIII - 4 illustrate the different experimental 

treatment cell applications. Each figure is an illustration of the treatment at the 

menu step where one hamburger has been ordered and garnished with cheese 

and bacon and the system is prompting the customer to make a beverage order. 

Note that the graphical representations are in color in the actual instrument and 

all screens are reproduced here at 50% the original size. Each figure is labeled 

with the corresponding treatment. 

Entree' order is complete, 
select a beuerage 

S2.25 

n 7-Up Beuerage Button 

Q Coco Cola Beuerage Button 

Confirm Beuerage Choice Start Ouer 

Burger 1 

Bacon 

HGURE Vn-1 NON-PERSONALIZED, NON-ICONIC TREATMENT 
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vour entree" order is 
complete nance, please 

select a neuerage. 

S 2.25 

Q 7-Up Beuenige Button 

• Coca Cola Beuerage Button 

Confirm Beuerage Ctioicell Start Ouer } 

Burger 1 

RGURE VII-2 PERSONALIZED, NON-ICONIC TREATEMT 

Entree" order is complete, 
select a beuerage 

1 1 W 

Confirm Beuerage Choice { Start Ouer | 

S 2.25 

HGURE VII-3 NON-PERSONALIZED, ICONIC TREATMENT 



Vour entree" order is 
complete Uance . please 

select a tieuerage. 

Confirm Beuerage Choice [ Start Ouer 

$2.25 

aurger 1 

RGURE VU-4 PERSONALIZED, ICONIC TREATMENT 
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APPENDIX B: ILLUSTRATION OF THE FOUR INTER-A-CTION PANES IN THE INSTRUMENT 

You 
Read Instructions in Tliis Area. 

1 

3 

2 

4 

NOURE VII-5 THE INTERACTION PANES AS SEEN IN THE TUTORIAL 

The above screen shot is from the tutorial sequence. The text that is showing is 

one of eight messages that the tutorial displays; they each present for 3 seconds 

and then disappear and the next message is displayed; two per pane, the first 

telling what the pane is for and the second indicating whether or not the subject 

may click in the area (only pane 3 allows input but in the pilot this was a source 

of much confusion). 

The short, on screen tutorial covered the following: 

1) Instructions from the system appeared at location 1 in the top left hand corner 

of the screen. 
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2) Input with the system took place at location 2 the top right hand comer of the 

screen only. 

3) Total order price information appeared appear at location 3 in the bottom left 

hand comer of the screen. 

4) Order feed back appeared appear at location 4 in the bottom right hand 

comer. The entire sequence repeated twice. Error rates in the pilot without the 

tutorial and in the main study with the ttitorial were dramatically different. 
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APPENDIX C: THE EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTION SHEET 

The following is an exact reproduction of the MS Word® file that was printed out 

and given to the subjects at the start of the experiment. 

EKperiment Instructions 

Thank you for vokmteering for this prototype development experiment. The 

short interaction you will be engaging in is designed to collect design data; as 

such the system IS NOT a realistic full featured system and is not intended to be. 

Also, please know that there are no right answers to this, you receive full credit 

regardless of your performance so answer all questions without worrying about 

the "right" answer! You may refer to this sheet as you go if need be. 

What this system is meant to represent is a very brief set of menu selections at a 

mythical automated fast-food restaurant. 

m 
w 
•Yh>yS-: 

The big burger with the small menu: 

Vou may choose to order either one or two hamburgers (with or 
without a drink) 
or 
haue Just a beuerage. 
Vour hamburger(s) can haue cheese and/or bacon and/or ketchup 
and/or mustard. 
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While this system is mouse driven it is meant to be a prototype for a touch 

screen system. That being the case, once the administrator has brought up the 

system interact with it by using single mouse clicks. 

The short, on screen tiitorial has covered the following: 

1) Instructions from the system wiU appear in the top left hand comer of the 

screen. 

2) You will interact with the system in the top right hand comer of the screen 

only. 

3) Your total order price information will appear in the bottom left hand comer 
of the screen. 

4) Order feed back will appear in the bottom right hand comer. 

Yovir task is to "place" an order (whatever you would like given the constraints 

of the system). 

After you have completed "ordering" you will be asked a series of questions. 

Ariswer these questions as if you had been at the mythical restaurant; in other 

words base your impressions on the interaction only. Don't "over think" these 

questions, there is no right or wrong and your first impression is what is desired. 

If you have questions ask them now; if you are ready to proceed tell the 

administrator. Thank you for your participation. 

FIGURE VII-6 THE EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS 
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